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II^RODUCTION
When v/e consider the progress of civil and
religious freedom to its present condition, our atten-
tion is drawn to the fact that it is not a result of
the events of any single period, nor of a quiet and
peaceful increase. The best Interests of mankind ’nave
developed through numerous and violent derangements of
social life—derangements often attended v/ith the most
terrible events and calamitous effects during the time
of their immediate operation, but finally over-ruled to
the v/ider and more lasting extension of good.
Amidst such recorded events the celebrated
Thirty Years War of Germany is invested with the high-
est degree of interest, not only from the obstinacy
and intensity of the struggle, but as exhibiting in an
intelligible form the conflict of principles v/hich have
since been so modified in civilized countries as to have
become obscure. It was one of those epochs in v/hich the
preceding age culminates, and from which is deduced the
policy and institutions of the following age. It was
a period in v/hich the spirit of nationalism was pre-
dominant, and it is of special interest to us, inasmuch
as from it proceed those principles of national and
international politics and those phases of religion
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a.nd theology particularly felt in modern times. In
this momentous contest, there came into prominence a
character ^hich in all respects is worthy the atten-
tion of the student of history, and v/hich embodies the
ideal of civil and religious liberty'’* The short but
brilliant reign of Gustavus Adolphus is not only the
most glorious age of Swedish history, but is also of
great consequence to the history of modern Europe and
the Protestant Church.
He embodied, represented and brought to a
head the tendencies of his ovm age. But he did more
than that. He read his time, "translating its dumb
inarticulate cry into some articulate language," divined
its wants, and satisfied them. He saw a v;ork to be
done, and used the existing material for its perfor-
mance, In the grasp of the situation, in the con-
struction of his purpose, in the utilization of his
opportunities, in its execution, Gustavus showed that
he was truly great. His personality constituted a
turning point in the stream of events. This single
personality so impressed an ideal on the world that
it will never be effaced. It stands there as a
heavenly sign, an ever-living v/itness of v/hat has been,
a prophetic witness of what may still be; the revealed
embodied possibilities of human nature.
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Such great men "far more than any Alps
or Coliseums are the true world -wonders"
,
which
it concerns us to behold clearly and imprint on
our remembrance.
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CHAPTER I.
THE SV/EDEN WHICH GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS HAD
BEHIND HIM IN HIS REMARKABLE CAREER.
The heritage of Gustavus Adolphus possesses
an irresistible charm for all who take an
interest in the great revolution of thought
and action v/ith which his name will for all
time be closely associated. He has certain
traits which seem inborn and which make the
study of his ancestrj’- an indispensable pre-
lude to the proper appreciation of his life
and character, A number of questions such
as that of the succession to the Swedish
throne, questions around v/hich many of the
succeeding vital events revolved, make it
quite necessary for us to survey the history
of Sweden in regard to the Church and State.
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The exact time vrhen the Swedes came to
what is now Sweden is not known, hut historians are
convinced that they were there several
Origin of
Sv^eden thousand years before Christ, and came
up from the south. The people that settled in the
region around the great lakes were called Goths, and
the name still persists in Ostergotland and Vastergot-
land. Another group called the Svear penetrated be-
O
yond the great forests, Tlveden and Kolmarden, and
made their home north of Lake lialar on the fertile
plain now known as Uppland, There on the banks of
0
the river Fyrisan Swedish history began, on the spot
where stands the university tov/n Upsala. There lived
the most renowned of the local kings, and there stood
the greatest heathen temple in the Scandinavian North.
Gradually the Svear conquered the neighboring tribes
and gave their name to the entire country, and Upsala
became the Mt. Olympus of the Nordic gods.
The rulers of the Svear were a great family
called the Ynglings, reputed to have descended from
the god, Yngve-FreJ* It was he, the saga said, v:ho
had built the renowned fame of Old Upsala, and his
descendants were so highly venerated that the head
of the family conducted sacrifices to the gods, not
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only for the people under his own roof but for the
Ruler was whole people. He v;as the high priest
also Priest 1
as well as the ruler of the kingdom.
The sagas have much to tell of the Yngling kings, many
of whom were great v;arriros, but most of the tales are
romances. The first king of whom vre have any positive
knowledge is Ottaf Vendelkrake, His son was Adils,
An effort was made to introduce Christianity
into Sweden about 800 A.D, Anskar, a darkish, Eene-
First Christian dictine monk of twenty-eight
Missiona,ry attempt
in Svreden years of age from a cloister of
Corbie in Picardy, and his friend the monk, Vitmar,
worked first among the Danes and came to Sweden in
830, He was sent by the son of Charlemagne, King
Louis the Pious (de Debeonnaire)
,
who, seeing that
he could not defend his realm against the Vikings,
thought that it might be possible Instead to soften
2
their savagery by converting them to Christianity,
To this end he sent Anskar to preach the v/ord of
God to the Scandinavians—he became called the
Apostle to the North. However, he did not remain
long in Sweden. He tried to return a second time
but misfortune attended him, so he v/ent to Germany
where as long as he lived, he worked for the con-
mm mrnmm ^ mm ^ ^ mm mm^ mm
1
Stevens: page 8
2
Grimberg: page 44, Vol. I
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version of the North by educating Scandinavian
young men and sending them back to preach the
gospel in their homeland.
Other attempts were made to introduce
Christian doctrines among the Sv/edes, but 175 years
First Christian intervened from Anskar to the bap-
king of Sweden
tism of Olaf, the Lap king. Olaf
became known as the first Christian king of Sv/eden,
He was taught Christianity by Slgfrid, an English
missionary who devoted a long life to teaching the
pagan Sv/edes the gospel. Olaf had passed some of his
earlier life in Denmark v/here Christianity had made
more progress; probably he had been favorably impres-
sed with it then, Olaf had been king for seven years
when he received ’’oaptism, about the year 1000, He
died in 1024 not having been able to induce his people
to follow his example in adopting the new faith. They
compelled him to leave them free to follov/ the reli-
gion of their fathers; while they allowed him to
erect a bishopric and gave him the choice of any
district in Sweden in which he might build Christian
churches. He selected Vastergotland (V.^est Gothland).
The lands of Svear' wtjuld not allov/ Christian priests
within their limits or acknowledge Christian kings
for their rulers for more th8.n 150 years after the
1
Stevens: page 10
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death of Olaf. A long and troublesome struggle
was to continue between the old Scandinavian
religion and what was then taught as Christianity*
The Swedish peasants of that age had great pov/er
in the state and v/ere not slow to exercise it, not
only in religion but in other affairs. The baptism
of their king to the new faith and the authority his
example implied were not enough to v^in or compel them
to its adoption,
St. Erik was honored throughout the Catholic
period as the patron saint of the Swedes, His name was
Christian religion Erik Jervardsson, and he v/as chosen
recognized in
Sweden king by the Svear in 1150* As
king he led a Crusade to Finland and forced the Finns
to be baptized. After he returned, he was attacked
by the Danish prince, Llagnus Henriksen, and killed at
Upsala in 1160, King Erili sought to accomplish three
things (according to the sagas):
1, To build churches and improve services of
religion
2, To rule his people according to law and
right
3, To subdue the enemies of his faith and
realm.
Not until the reign of this king did the Christian
religion fully secure its ascendancy in Sweden.
Until this time the worship of Odin had been kept
up, Erik was the first king who erected a church
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at Upsala, thus disregarding the Pagan claims a.s to
its special sanctity as the long-recognized center
of the old faith. Under his protection, an arch-
bishopric was created too. The virtues and religious
devotion of this king gained for him the love of the
Swedes who clierished him as their Saint Erik.
II.
After the death of King St. Erilc, various
scions of royalty struggled for mastery, v/hile the
real power . slipped more and more into the hands of
the great lords who ov/ned wide estates. Among them,
none was more renowned than the Folkung family to
v/hich Birger, the heir of Bjalbo belonged. He v/as
appointed King's Jarl, and though he never v/ore a
crown, he was one of the strongest rulers Sv^eden
has ever had. He is remembered chiefly as the founder
of Stockholm and the father of a system of laws by
which Sweden was governed for centuries. Upon the
death of the king in 1520, Birger Jarl aspired to
royal honors, but his young son, Valdemar, who on
his mother's side descended from the royal family,
v/as made king instead.
King Valdemar, unlike his father, Birger
Jarl, was more fond of pleasure than of roya,l deeds.

-10-
Important chanses began to talce place also. The
people lost much of their influence in the affairs
of the government, special privileges to the clergy
v/ere secured, the pov/ers of the nobles were increased
s.nd the authority of the king extended. His younger
brother Magnus, felt that he had in himself the qual-
ities of a great ruler, and that he could build up the
country which his brother \vas laying 7;aste. He attacked
Valdemar, conquered him at Kova, and in 1275 made him-
self king. Though he ha.d seized the crown with vio-
lence, Magnus was a Just and wise king. His proection
of the peasants v/on him the title ’’Lock-the-bam''
,
Civil wars, lawlessness and dissensions v/ere the
order of the day for a hundred years after Magnus-
lock-the-barn had died. In 1530 came the terrible
plague known as the Black Death which destroyed one
third of the population.
The first strong ruler after Magnus-lock-
the-barn v;as a v/oman, ^ueen Margareta, who by inher-
Kalmar union itance and marriage became the regent
of 1397
of Denmark, Norway and Sweden. Tnus
began the Union which was given formal sanction at
Kalmar in 1397, and is therefore known as the Kalmar
union. By this celebrated convention, Margaret, daugh-
ter of Valdemar Atterdag (IV) king of Denmark and
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\vidov7 of King Hakan Llagnusson, King of Norway, and
by a 3ucces3ful course of policy liad obtained the
sovereignty of both of these kingdoms on the death
of her father and husband, and by a still further
effort of ambitious intrigue had caused herself to
be elected Queen of Sweden—endeavored to unite all
three crowns under one head to be transmitted unim-
1
paired to her successors. As the civil constitution
of the respective kingdoms appeared to be but little
affected by the change, no great difficulty v/as at
first raised to its accomplishment. Yet the effects
which ultimately resulted from it were disastrous in
the extreme --productive of results subsequently exper-
ienced by Europe at large. The union turned out to be
an unhappy one for Sv;eden and Norway. It is true that
Queen Margareta brought back peace and law and order,
but she lived in Denmark and favored Denmark at the
expense of the other two, Margareta had her young
kinsman, Erik of Pomerania crowned king of all three
countries, while she continued to rule as before.
Things came to a much v/orse pass when the young king
Erik of Pomero-nia himself assumed the pov^ers of the
government. To finance Denmark's v/ars
,
he taxed the
other two countries heavily and sent Danish provosts
to collect the taxes. The cruelty of these foreign
servants of the Crov/n brought on in Sweden a series
1
Heidenstam: page 189
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of revolts which continued for ninety years and
ended in freeing the country from foreign rule.
The people of these three countries were geographi-
cally and ethnologicallv one, but such treatment by
1
their rulers seemed like foreign despotism.
After a submission of some continuance, the
Swedes determined upon recovering their liberty by the
The Swedes last expedient left for ensuring national
revolt under
Danish rule independence when supplication and remon-
strance have failed, llany of these revolts were foster-
ed in Dalecarlia, where the independent peasant miners
were the backbone of Swedish resistance to oppression.
The first took place in 1434 and v/as led by a miner,
Engelbrekt Engelbrektsson. Engelbrekt was made regent,
but had to share his power with a nobleman, Karl Knut-
sson Bonde. Only tv;o years after the liberation Engel-
brekt was treacherously murdered, and Karl Knutsson
Bonde was alone the leader of the patriotic party.
Finally complete success of the Sv/edish insurgents came
about under Marshall Knutsson. He was made king in
1448 but by the intervention of the clergy who were
mostly attached to Danish interests, the freedom of
Sv^eden v/as still threatened either by open warfare
or secret conspiracy. Karl Knutsson was sometimes
1
Stevens: page 15
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kins > sometimes a penniless fusitive.
The strongest center for Catholicism at
1
this time v/as the cloister at Vadstena. This clois-
ter had been founded by St. Birgitta, a daughter of
Last stronghold the Folkung family, and she is
of Catholicism
in Sweden perhaps the most famous woman
Sweden ever had. She was married to Ulv Guldmarsson,
•»
and after his death left her home in Ost ergot land to
go to Rome. She lived there for many years and though
she was often severe in her denunciations of kings and
popes, she v^as held in high veneration. In her old
age she undertook a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, which
broke down her 'health, and she died in Rome in 1373.
Some years afterwards she was canonized by the pope.
The great stone church at Vadstena still bears her
2
name, and she is buried there.
In 1470, shortly after Karl Knutsson Bonde
had been made king for the third time he died. The
Sweden struggles elements of opposition to the
to throv/ off
Denmark union and foreign rule now finally
concentrated around the Sture family which became in
a large degree the representative of Swedish patrio-
3
tism and nationality. During his last illness, Karl
Knutsson Bonde gave over the government to his young
kinsman and helper, Sten Sture, but warned him against
%eidenstami nage 189
2
Orimberg: page 89, Vol, II
^Stevens: page 15
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striving after the c rov;n, which he said had been
his undoing. Sten Sture was made regent and defeated
the Danes in 1541. The nobles supported Christian
because Sture vrsts exacting to them. The peasants
supported Sture. In I5OO Sture declares (in the name
of the Swedish people) Sweden independent of Denmark.
His rule was marked bj'- the founding of Upsala Univer-
sity in 1477. Sten Sture the Elder died in 1503 and
was succeeded by his kinsman Svante Nilsson Sture,
whose son was Sten Sture the Younger. The Court of
Copenhagen continued to contemplate the reestablishment
of the Union of Kalmar. In 1504, Christian II was on
the Danish throne. Sten Sture the Younger, son of
Svante Nilsson Sture, succeeded his father as regent
of Sweden in 1512. The unsettled state of Sweden im-
mediately alfter the election of the new administrator
seemed to hold out a favorable opportunity for him to
make himself master of the kingdom. Gustavus Trolle,
archbishop of Upsala was an ally of Christian II. His
father load been unsuccessful in obtaining the adminis-
tratorship and he had a personal hatred tov;ard the Sture
family. Sten Sture the Younger tried to win over Arch-
bishop Trolle, who headed up the Danish faction in Sweden
but was unsuccessful. By means of this prelate, a sen-
tence of excommunication from Pope Leo X against the
young administrator, Sten Sture was obtained, and under

the pretense of carrying the edict into effect,
Christian II in 1618 led the Danes into Sv/edish
territory and proceeded to lay v/aste the comitry
with fire and sword. He was met and defeated hy
Sten Sture at Brannkyrka. Christian II then asked
for an interview with Sture. He asked that Swedish
hostages he sent on hoard the Danish fleet and remain
there until Christian returned safe from the interview.
Sture agreed and six of the Sv/edish nohility were sent
to the Danish ship as hostages, among them a youth who
later came to he knov;n as G-ustavus Vasa. Upon the
arrival of these hostages Christian set sail for Den-
mark with the hostages as his prisoners.
In 1520 the Danes again invaded Sweden
and Sten Sture was fatally v/ounded in battle with
o
them on the ice of Lake Asunden. The Swedes were
Christian II now led hy Sten Sture’ s widow,
crowned King
Christina Gyllenstiema. Stockholm
now had to surrender to Christian II, who was called
"The Tyrant". He was proclaimed king in 1520. In
November of the same year he instituted the terrible
massacre of Swedish noblemen knov/n in history as the
"Stockholm Blood -bath", and this was followed by
Stockholm executions throughout the country,
Blood-Bath
These persons were apprehended by
Archbishop Trolle, Ninety-four lords in addition
^ ! .
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to magistrates and consuls, and their domestics who
had accompanied their masters were seized and impris-
oned. The sentence of excommunication, previously
pronounced against them at Rome v/as supposed to pre-
clude the necessity of a formal trial. Then they
proceeded to hurst into private houses in Stockholm,
Among those who perished in this brutal outrage on a
people’s freedom was the father of G-ustavus Vasa, a
direct descendant of the Viking kings, v/ho in the days
of their untrammelled but barbarous freedom governed
the destinies of the Scandinavian people. Apparently
Sweden was prostrate under the feet of the tyrant, bit
ninety years of revolts had educated the Swedes, They
had learned to fight and had become more and more de-
termined to drive out the oppressor. The cruelty of
the king roused them to a final effort,
III.
The v:ork of liberation begun by Engelbrekt
and continued by the Stures was completed by the young
Dissolution Sv/edish nobleman, Gustaf Eriksson Vasa,
of the Union
of Kalmar He conceived the bold project of lib-
erating his country from the tyranny to which it was
subjected v/hen he v^as being held a prisoner in Denmark,
Gustavus Vasa was in spirit and in action closely allied
to the Vikings and' the Vandals who bowed down to Odin,

17
a.nd lived their stern rough, piratical lives on the
hor-ders of ancient Scandinavia. The cruel necessi-
ties of later times developed in this young fearless
Viking, the po^.7er to free a great people from a for-
eign yoke, and to found a dynasty, which, for over-
two centuries of cha-nge and decay, has occupied one
of the highest niches of universal fame*
ll7ithin his young heart there lived a pas-
sion of revenge against the murderers of his ovm
father and the oppressors of his countrymen. Out
of this rude passion there sprang a power which in-
finitely transcended that possessed by the most
devout worshipers of Odin, at whose shrine they
imbibed the creed that a man’s first duty is to
subdue fear--to march fonvard and quit himself like
a man, trusting imperturbably in the appointment and
1
choice of the upper powers* He escaped from Denmark,
and being pursued by his oppressors and the oppressors
of Sv^eden, he took refuge in Dalecarlia. He urged the
inhabitants of this province to insurrection. The hardy
Darlecarlians already sufficiently disposed to a revolt
and requiring only a competent leader to direct them,
at once flew to arms. A neighboring fortress in v/hich
a Danish garrison had been placed for the purpose of
overawing the country was at once assailed and carried
by storm* l^ultitudes of Swedish men outlawed by
1
Leak: page 11
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Christian II hastened to join the insurgents and
Gustavus Vasa soon saw hiniself at the head of a
formidable army, which in addition to natural cour-
age was in the highest degree exasperated by the
memory of past defeat and the infliction of unpro-
voked wrong* In the war wtxich ensued, the Swedes
1
were almost uniformly victorious* One province
after another wa*s cleared of the Danish garrisons.
The grateful compatriots of Gustavus Vasa elected
him king and he made his entry into i^tockholm on
Mid-summer Day 1523* On that day, the Union of
Kalmar which had lasted 126 years was forever dis-
2
solved. He v/as thirty years of age when recognized
as King, "a noble, handsome, intelligent young man
whom God had caused to be born to save the country."
His subsequent conduct proved that he was
no less competent to advance the civil interests of
Gustavus Vasa his countrymen them to conduct their
as King
armies in the field. Furthermore,
through the combined force of policy or reasons of
religious conviction, he determined to make of Sweden
a Protestant kingdom. He saw the necessity of taking
from the powerful prelates of the Roman Church the
enormous privileges of pov/er and property v/hlch they
had usurped, of bringing the nobles into subjection to
1
Hollings: page 8
2
Stevens: page 24

the authority of the crown, of providing better -
security for the peasantry who viere at the mercy
and cupidity of the clergy and the nobles. He had
previously made himself acquainted with the new form-
ula of faith taught by Luther; and when two Swedish
students, disciples of Luther at Wittenberg, a Lutheran
College in Germany, returned to Sweden in 1519, and
began to make known to the people the reformed relig-
ion, he had given them encouragement so far as v/as then
in his power.
When he had been proclaimed king, he appointed
one of these men, Olaus Petri, to a church in Stockholm
Lutheran Faith and gave the j^-ounger b rother a pro-
established in
Sweden fessorship at Upsala University. Not
long after he selected for his Chancellor, Laurentius
Andrea who had previously renounced the Catholic teach-
ings, and translated the New Testament into Swedish,
regardless of the theological authorities of the king-
dom, He also allov/ed public discussion between the
supporters of the old and new doctrines. He ignored
a papal letter ordering a court of inquisition to be
held at Stockholm for the trial and punishment of
heretics. By such successive efforts on his part,
distinguished by the most masterly policy, the Roman
Catholic religion was gradually displaced in Sweden
and the doctrines of the Lutheran church substituted
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in its place until the Confession at Augsburg was
at length declared to he the standard of the estab-
lished faith. In spite of the opposition which he
experienced from the clergy and the nobility, the
n O
Rikstag at Vasteras in 1527 officially established
the Lutheran Church in Sweden and reduced the power
of the Church by confiscating its land and annexing
1
them to the Crown. The king v/as to be the head of
the Church instead of the Pope. Re also strengthened
the royal pov^er by making Sv/eden an hereditary mon-
.archy so that the king should no longer be dependent
upon the great Lords for his election.
"To serve God, according to
His lav/, and to love Him above all; to be-
lieve in Jesus Christ, as our only Savior;
to study and earnestly teach the word of
God; to love our neighbor as ourselves,
and to observe the ten commandments; this
is the true v/orship which is to be rendered
to God-- in this consists good v/orks, God
has not prescribed others; the Scriptures
speak neither of tapers nor of palma, nor
of masses for the redemption of souls, nor
of the worship of saints. God, on the con-
trary has prohibited such practices. He
has given us the holy sacrament, as a pledge
and token of the forgiveness of our sins; but
not that we should put it into gold or silver
frame and cs-rry it around to cemeteries and
other places." ^
This was Gustavus Vasa’s profession of faith. The
common people felt that he v/as their protector against
the tyranny of ecclesiastics and noblemen and loved
him greatly. Gustavus Vasa died in I56O. V/hen
^Heidenstam: page I71
^Heydenreichi page 11
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drawing near the end, and too weak to speak, Gustavus
Vasa made signs for paper upon which he feebly scrav/led:
"Rather die a hundred times than abandon the Gospel."
He was succeeded by his eldest son, Erik.
Thus Sweden raised up a pov;er v;hich, not
many years afterwards saved European Protestantism
from an inglorious extinction. Between this step
and the Thirty Years' War there can be traced a per-
fectly straight line: Gustavus Adolphus v/as every
inch a Vasa. Between Gustavus Vasa and Gustavus Adol-
phus, there is a link which can never be broken—the
link which connects tv;o heroic souls who struggled to
keep their faces towards the light in a dark age.
IV.
Erik XIV was a handsome and gifted man whose
love marriage with the peasant girl, Karin Mansdotter,
Erik XIV has cast a romantic halo over his life,
as King
He was, however, cruel, treacherous, and
licentious and was subject to violent fits of insanity.
Knowing the unreliability and violence of Erik, the
father attempted to protect the other sons and the
kingdom by leaving to the various sons extensive
hereditary rights over the kingdom. They v/eire, however,
to recognize Erik as king. As soon as Gustavus Vasa
1
Leak; page 31
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died, there arose quarrels between the brothers as
to just how much authority Erik might have in their
1
respective duchies. In I562 John married Catherine,
f daughter of Sigismund, king of Poland, v;ithout Erik’s
consent—rather, against Erik's wishes and Erik sent
an armed force into Finland, captured John and put
him on trial for various imputed treasons. John was
condemned to death but the sentence was mitigated to
life imprisonment. John, then, deprived of all pos-
sessions and v/ith his young wife, was carried to G-rips-
holm Castle where he was confined four years, fearful
always that the insane fury of Erik v/ould convert his
prison to a grave.
The deranged and inflamed mind of the Swedish
king caused him also to be suspicious of even his best
friends. He stabbed to death v/ith his own hand Nicolas
Sture because he had read in the constellations that a
member of that illustrious family would hurl lito from the
throne. In 156? he issued an order for the execution of
the state prisoners at Upsala. Shortly afterward he
offered to restore John to liberty if he would acknov/l-
edge as lawful and right heir to the crown, the male
o
children born to Erik by Karin Mansdotter. About this
time Duke Hagnus, the third son of Gustavus Vasa became
^ insane as a result of having been forced to sign the
1
Chapman: page 5

death.-v/arrant of liis brother John, a,nd for the remainder
of his life had to he retained in confinement. Duke Jolin
and Duke Charles took up arms, brought Erik before the
assembled States of the kingdom which deposed him and
condemned him to perpetual confinement, and made his
1
brother, John, king in I568 , Erik died after eight
years, having been poisoned by the order of his brother.
King John III.
In Sweden, as in other countries, the
Reformation had not been accomplished simply by the
The Church force of truth and the effects of
under Erik 1
XIV personal conviction. Under Gustavus
Vasa Sweden had gained political freedom by the break-
up of the Union of Kalmar, and national freedom had been
completed by the extrication of the Swedish Church from
its subjection to the Papacy, by the adoption of the
Lutheran faith. In the rural districts especially, the
new faith had been thrust upon a reluctant priesthood
s.nd bitterly resented by an indignant people. But be-
cause the political ambitions of those rulers, at this
time so identified with the cause of the Catholic faith,
threatened always to disturb their peace and prosperity,
the people of Sv/eden, at Erik’s fall, were generally
reconciled to the change in faith. A new generation
passionately attached to the Confession of Augsburg
1
Stevens: page 12
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had almost supplanted the men who had rushed armed
to the rescue of the monastic system and the L^.tin
lilass. Erik himself v;as suspected of an inclination
towards Calvinism and certainly he had not the slight-
est leanings toward Rome because of the dangers to the
Swedish throne by the political forces connected with
Catholicism. The Church was in a state of tranquility
during ‘Erik’ s reign*
John's weakness of character, his restless
ambition, and unsteady and vacillating mind v;ere soon
John III made manifest in his acts and policy. He
as King
had not the excuse of insanity for his
want of humanity. Justice, and good faith and did nob
carry out the orders of the States in v/hat regarded
his elder brother's treatment in confinement, in this
respect falling far short of what Erik's conduct towards
him had been in like circumstances. He departed from
his father's policy and extended privileges to the no-
bility and clergy.
But that v/hich probably did the most to fin-
ally render it impracticable for John to rule the Swedish
Attempt at people and to compel him to abandon the
Counter
Reformation throne was his attempt at a counter-re-
formation in the kingdom, but this reform measure did not
mean a recognition of the Pope as the head of the Church
in Sweden. John III had artistic tastes and enriched
.
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Sweden vrlth \7orks of art* His love of beauty and
pomp led him to favor the Catholic form of church
service, and he was further influenced by his wife,
the Catholic princess, Katarina Jagellonica of' Poland,
daughter of Sigismund. During John's imprisonment he
studied theology and she was constantly with him, an
example of unaffected piety. In her character he saw
the system vrhich his father had subverted presented as
it seemed in its practical results, and these were lovely
1
to look upon. Was there no middle course between em-
bracing all the errors of the Catholic Church or re-
nouncing all her fellovrship? John hoped, as many better
and wiser men have hoped that the reformed churches might
not alv/ays be reduced to so grevious an alternative. He
trusted that some common ground might still be discov-
ered on which Lutherans and Roman Catholics could meet,
join together as brethren in the unity of spirit and in
bond of peace. Animated by such hopes he took the first
steps in a semi-counter-reformation against the Lutheran
church. He wished to bring about the establishment of a
church in Sweden akin to the Anglican Church of England,
and independent of the Pope.
He induced the old archbishop to restore to
the handbook or office of Divine Service many ceremon-
ies v/hich had been taken out by tlie Reformers. He re-
vived some of the old magnificence of public worship.
i— -
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He reinvested tlie bishops with their primitive and
proper title, which had given pla.ce to tha,t of the
ordinary. He called the Jesuits to Sv/eden. He
declared that the work of the reformation had been
carried to excess, that the prayer-book required fur-
ther revision after the model of the ancient liturgies;
and that the fountain of pure doctrine was to be fcund
"in the primitive church", in the "writings of the old
church fathers and not in the muddy pools of modern
theology," The king himself took up the work of re-
vising the prayer book, called the "Red Book" vfnich the
clergy of Stockholm did not scruple to condemn as em-
bodying false doctrine and introducing interpolations.
The King advanced continually nearer to the
religion of Rome because it was the only way in v/hich
he appeased violent pangs of conscience because of the
death of his brother and other cruelties. He confessed
and received absolution from the Catholic Church v;hich
seemed to tranquilize his soul for a v/hile. It is
evident that he intended no permanent reconciliation
with Rome except on his own terms, however. He sent
am embassy to Rome demanding:
1. Freedom of marriage to the clergy
2. The privilege of the cup in the Holy
Eucharist to the laity
3. The celebration of Divine Service in
the Vulgar tongue
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After Jotin’s aximlssion to the Roman Church he dissemhles.
Two factors particularly tended to lessen his inclinations
to her doctrines and ritual:
!• His quarrel v/ith the pope, and
2. His second marriage, with G-unilla Bjelke
of a noble Swedish family of the Lutheran faith*
During this period the Protestants had found
sympathy and protection in the duchy of Charles, who
Lutherans would yield nothing in religious dif-
protected by
Duke Charles ferences. He clung to the principles
of G-ustavus Vasa and attempted to maintain them against
the measures talcen by John. "What separated the tv;o
brothers was in fact the same contest that now divided
the world." (Geiger) Charles continued dissensions with
the nobility and clergy. Finally, in 1592 he died. The
great canker that ate into his soul, the motive that
served instead of natural ferocity or liatred to urge
John on to the greatest of crimes was a craven fear in
v/hich he indulged until he was afraid of his own shadow.
All his endeavors had no permanent success or protector.
The Catholic influence was strengthened when
John III died and his son Sigismund, who v/as also king
Sigismund and of Poland and educated in the Catholic
Catholicism
faith, became king in 1592. But the
States, anxious to maintain their rights and the faith
of the kingdom, required of Sigismund a decree prohlb-
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iting any religion except Lutheranism, and pledging
himself to employ in public service none who was not
1
prepared to defend them to the utmost. These ener-
getic measures induced the nev; king to yield. But he
soon violated his promise, and ordered a Catholic church
to be built in each town of the kingdom. To render his
perjury still more glaring, he refused to be crovmed
by the Lutheran prelate, but granted this honor to the
Pope's nuncio. Surrounded by Popes and Jesuits, Sigis-
mund shocked both the national and religious feelings of
his subjects,
Charles met and defeated Sigismund in 1598
and the following year he was deposed in favour of his
young son Wladyslaw, provided that he should be sent
to Sv^eden to be educated in the Lutheran religion,
Duke Charles v;as appointed as regent and some years
later began to assume the name of King Charles IX.
Charles v/as the only son of Clustaf Vasa who inherited
the great qualities of his father, and he devoted him-
self to defending his father's lifework. He again cur-
bed the great lords who had taken advantage of John's
v/eakness to resume altogether too much pov/er and depen-
ded chiefly on the peasants for support, so that he too
was called the "peasant king". The Diet of Soderkoping
in 1595 suppressed the last remaining monastery (Vastena),
1
Chapman: page 32
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all Catholic rites, and the Augshurg Confession
i was again proclaimed, and all the Swedes present
cried;
"Our persons and our property,
all that we have in this world, we will
sacrifice, if it is necessary, rather
than abandon the pure Gospel, '
Charles, in his old age, fought desperately against
the Ds-nes v/ho
,
under their great king, Christian IV
for the last time in history invaded Sweden. This is
known as the Kalmar war. Worn out by strain, Charles
IX died in the middle of the war in 1611,
"If the Swedish Church ov/es to this
great prince an immense and evident debt
of gratitude, other branches of the Prot-
estant church are scarcely less truly his
debtors. For to the ardent love of the
Reformation which he instilled into his
illustrious heir they mainly owe it, that
in the hour of their greatest peril and
extremity he stood forth with heart and
hand to rescue them from ruin. The glory
of Charles has been dimmed by the surpas-
sing glory of the first and second Gus-
tavus. But the more closely v:e scrutinize
his character, the more rigidly vie inves-
tigate his career, the more evident it is—
and v/ith such praise he himself beyond all
doubt would have been satisfied—that he
was well worthy to have been the son of
such a father, and the father of such a
son.
"
It \7ill be seen more clearly, as the story
advances that the hero of Protestantism resembled to
a much greater degree the hardiness, the fearlessness,
the intrepidity of his gre>.ndfather, Gustavus Vasa, than
1
Chautauquan;Gustavus Adolphus - I'lax Lenz, translated
from Preusische Jahrbucher
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he reflected the much more subdued character of
his father.* And yet there T/as a softer strain
running through him—a strain which v/as constantly
putting itself in evidence by the performance of
1
deeds of charity or clemency.
1
Leak: page 17

CHAPTER II.
THE S77EDEH THAT GU3TAVUS ADOLPHUS
SERVED AND DEFENDED
But his heritage is no more important
than the formulating influences of his
environment, the forces v;hich built up
and trained the mind of Gustavus Adol-
phus, 7,-hen he must needs serve his
country actively, his attributes were
then tested and tempered by. experience.
Through the whole story we see a con-
sistent v7orking out of principle.
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I
Gustavua Adolphus v/as horn in Stockholm
•>
castle on December 9
,
159^. He v/as the eldest son
of Charles IX and Christine, daughter to Adolphus,
Duke of Schleswig-Holstein, and grand-daughter of
Frederick I, King of Denmark, and descendant hy his
mother, of Christine, daughter of Phillip the Gener-
ous, margrave of Hesse. Thus he v/as partly of Ger-
man origin.
His baptism on the first day of January,
1595, gave rise to public rejoicings. People took
pleasure in relating that ten years before this
happy day, the renowned astronomer Tycho-Brahe had
foretold the birth of a prince, v/ho would render
illustrious the States of Northern Europe and save
1
the evangelical church. If the child may be caviled
the father of the man, his early developments cer-
tainly indicated that he would fulfill the astrolog-
ical prediction. As Gustavus advanced in childhood,
Natural he grev; tall and strong in body, he
Endov/ments
developed a quick and vigorous intel-
lect, and
"nursed a seriousness which was a
^ part of his nature, also indulged in
such glorious dreams of ambition as p
are vouchsafed only to noble minds."
1
Chapman: page 44
2
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He v/as simply and hardily nurtured. He was
educated v/ith a strictness of discipline. The choice
Early progress of the instructors for the hoy was
[^v in knowledge
extraordinary made hy the Estates. The king drew
up v/ith his own hand from time to time a fev/ plain
rules for the guidance of his son, hut committed the
general superintendence of his education to a Branden-
burg nobleman, Otto von Morner, and the details of it
partly to John Schroder (Skytte) and partly to a gen-
tleman of French extraction. Monsieur Surrey or Burreus,
Gustavus made rapid progress under these instructors.
At twelve years of age, he could speak with fluency,
German, French, Italian, understood Spanish and English
tolerably, and a little Polish and Russ,
One of the injunctions to his son by Charles
IX is as follows:
A Minute of Remembrance for my son Gustavus,
"Fear God before all; honor
father and mother; shov/ brotherly affec-
tion to those of thine own blood; love
the servants of thy father, requite
them after their due; be gracious to
thy subordinates; punish evil; love
goodness and meekness; put good trust
in all, yet with moderation and learn
first to know persons; hold by the law
without respect to persons; impair no
man’s well-won privileges in so far as
they agree with the law; diminish not
thy princely income but with caution,
^
that they who share thy bounty may re-
member the source whence it has flov/ed;
depress the proud and the impudent and
be the benefactor of the humble and the
timid. May thy liberality never tend
to profusion and thy gifts always be
^distributed with choice and moderation."
1
Cambridge Modern History: page 119
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'7hen the V7ar Detv/een Spain and States of
Holland was suspended by the tv;elve year’s truce.
Interest in many soldiers of fortune came to Sweden
P,' military
affairs attracted to its disturbed condition and
the martial character of its ruler* Charles encouraged
familiarity between Gustavus and these adven-
turers, v/ho kindled his enthusiasm and taught him the
art of war as practised by their celebrated commander,
the prince Maurice. When Gustavus Adolphus was only
six years of age, his father took him, right in the
middle of the v/inter on a trip through Finland and
around the Baltic. It has been said about Charles
IX that "like an eagle he dr'ove the young bird
from the nest early in order to teach him how to
fly."
When he was but nine years of age, he
o 1
attended the sessions of the Rad. Charles accus-
Introduction tomed the young prince, almost from
into public
life his childhood to be present at the
transaction of important public business, and as he
grew competent to the task, to take part in it. The
self confidence no less than the aptitude for af-
fairs thus created, there can be no question, was
2
^
eminently conducive to his future greatness. At
ten years of age (1604) he was elected crown prince
^See Appendix: Article No. 1
2Chapman: page 48
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of Sweden. At thirteen, he heard complaints and
received ambassadors. 77hen scarcely fourteen, being
engaged with the queen in a journey to the southern
portion of the kingdom, he receives from the king his
father the following exhortation:
"Be kind to all those who seek
thy help, so that thou let them not go
comfortless from thee; neglect not, when
any man makes knovrn to thee a reasonable
grieva,nce, to hear it and give us to under-
stand it. So far as rests v/ith thee, as-
sist every man to his right, and press
this sedulously on our lieutenants, bail-
iffs, and officers; then will prosperity
with God’s help, be thine.
At fifteen, he received from his father the province
of Finland, the town and castle of Vesteras, together
with the greater part of the adjacent district, and
the titles of Prince (Storforste) of Finland, and Duke
2
of Esthonia and Vestmanland.
His father did not confine himself to
cultivating his intellect, but took special care of
3
Religious his heart* He inspired him v/ith a
Training
love for labor and trained him in the
practice of all those virtues v/hich make great men and
good Christians. Kis religious instruction was thor-
ough, enabling him to account for his faith, though
its object Y/as not so much to explain the principles
of the Reformation, as to endear them to his heart*
4
Charles the IX was a Calvinist* He interspersed
^Geijer: page 211
^eijer: page 210
^eydenreich; page 12
4Cambridge Llodern History: page 189
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with his kingly duties, the writings of many hymns,
prayers, and catechisms, and he e.nd his wife were
generous patrons of literature and the arts which,
I)
during their reign, were beginning to exert a potent
influence upon the life of ns.tions,
"As a Protestant, he (Gustavus Adol-
phus) inherited a love of the Bible, as
a child of the Rens-issance, a taste for
poesy, music and eloquence. He had more-
over served a strict apprenticeship in
statecraft,
"
In short, Charles IX spared nothing to render his
son capable and worthy of governing Sweden*
T/hen Gustavus was only fifteen years of
age ( 1610 ) he asked to be placed in the command of
His "Baptism the troops in the war \vith Russia,
of Fire"
"Charles, however, proud' of his son
and conscious of his great abilities had too much
1
;7isdom to comply, Quoting from Axel Oxenstiema:
"Howbeit, since this v;as entrusted
to others he v/as, not without his dis-
contentment, restrained for the year
to abide at the court of his lord father,
until he had passed his sixteenth year,
and entered his seventeenth. In April of
the year 1611, as king Christian IV of
Denmark had renounced peace and declared
v/ar, the prince was by his father, accor-
ding to ancient custom, pronounced in the
Diet of the 24th of April fit to bear the
sv/ord, with which, the day follov;ing, he
v/as invested in most splendid guise. There-
after straightv/ay he caused the forces of
^.Yest Gothland to assemble, especially the
foreign troops which had winter quarters
there, in order to join his father v;ith
the same at Jonkoping as came to pass,
and likev/ise to march to Kalmar, at that
time beleaguered, for the relief of the
tov/n. In this expedition of Kalmar, did
1
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the young lord, under the guidance of
his father, king Charles, endure the
first trial of warfare, heing present
at all the remarkable encounters and
actions, in the chief himself mostly
leading and bearing the command, from
the beginning to the end."
Shortly afterward, on October 30th, Charles IX died
at Nykoping. (1611).
When the physicians told Charles that he
Y/as to die, he sent for Gustavus, and after giving
Death of his son his last instructions v/ith
Charles IX
respect to the government of the
country he had loved, he looked up and tenderly
whispered, "llle faciet". (He shall do it).
A regency consisting of the Queen, Duke
John and six of the chief nobles were provided by
Gustavus the King’s will to govern the Kingdom
Adolohus be-
comes King until Gustavus should have attained the
age of eighteen years. The regency considered so com-
plex a government ill suited to the actual state of
affairs and therefore resigned their functions in
December, 1611. Duke John, the elder son of Sigis-
mund by a Swedish lady, at the same time confirmed
his previous abdication which the v/ill of Charles
had permitted him to revoke. In comparing the scrup-
ulousness of such acts as this on the part of Charles
IX, 7;ith Sigismund’s conduct, v/ho trampled on all his
engagements
,
" it is impossible not to recognize
1
Geijer: page 211
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in the kins oi* Poland the disciple
of the Jesuits and in Charles, the
disciple of a relision uhich above
all speaks to the conscience,"^
The States, therefore, after pledsins G-ustavus to
maintain their privileges, and especially to govern
the realm in spiritual things according to the Augsburg
Confession and the decrees of Upsala, resolved
"that Sweden could be best ruled by
one man, and that what was wanting
to the young king in years, God had
^
made up in ’.visdom and understandi-ng .
"
«
II
77hen Gustavus Adolphus was hailed as King in
1611, at seventeen years of age, he first had to complete
r^ar v/ith his father’s v;ar against the invading Danes.
Denmark
Scarcely was this Diet at Kylcoping over be-
fore Gustavus hastened to grapple with this nearest and
most powerful adversary. The bitter struggle continued all
through the year, at the end of which (1611) the Danes were
in possession of the two strongest fortresses in Sweden,
Kalmar and Elfsborg. Thus the Danes v/ere able to destroy
the commerce in the Baltic, and could harass every depart-
ment of the home and industrial life of the nation,
•
» O
In one campaign, at Vidsjo, near the Smaland
frontier, v/hen the young general had, it v/ould seem, im-
prudently weakened himself by detaching a part of his
army and awaiting the junction of Duke John to take the
%eydenreich: page 10
2Chapman: page 52
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Offensive, he was surprised and defeated by his opponents
who had been reinforced without his knov/ledge. The king
himself, while galloping his horse over the ice, broke
through the ice. He was rescued after a struggle by
Peter Baner and a trooper named Larson.
During the interval of the v/inter and summer
campaigns, Gustavus, v/hile taking all prudent measures
for the defence of his kingdom, appointed three fast
days for supplicating God's blessing upon his arms.
"The piety which was among
the most clearly defined features of
the king's character, no doubt prompted
this appointment, and led him to antic-
ipate the same results from it that pol-
icy has often anticipated from similar
appointments though upon different
grounds."^
And certainly the result of the ensuing campaign was
different from what might naturally have been predicted,
the enemy being so strong, the king in some important
points so ill supported, his best generals abroad, his
nobility in some instances slack, in others exhausted,
all wanting to command and few willing to obey.
At the beginning of April, the Danish forces
assembled at Helsingborg to begin the summer campaign.
They were divided into two armies, one of 18,000 which
was under Christian marched to reduce Elfsborg and Gull-
berg; the other, consisting of 20,000 under Marshall
Rantzow, to recover Oland. After accomplishing these
1
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•I If
designs it was intended to join forces and attacic Jonkoping,
which, Kalmar being already in the possession of the Danes,
would have been a key to the v;hole South of 3v;eden. If
I
they had succeeded the Swedes would have been almost
pov;erles3 to prevent their march upon the capital, where
the Danish fleet would have rendered all possible assis-
tance in the attack. Also the Danes had splendid fleets
stationed at Kalmar and at Elfsborg to blockade the ports,
G-ullberg and Elfsborg fell; but Gustavus by his
activity in the field, by engaging the peasantry to ob-
struct the roads, and occupy the woods in a guerilla v;ar-
II /I
fare, by strengthening the fortress of Jonkoping in spite
of the advice of his generals, who would have persuaded
him to raze it to the ground, and also aided by terrible
pestilence and famine in the camp of the enemy, succeeded
in preventing the Junction of the Danish armies, Ke after-
ward harassed them so cruelly that they had to return home.
The Danish nobles now objected to the increase
of Christian's power for his own ends, and were anxious to
see the war end. King James I of England sent out tv/o
mediators, Spense and Anstruther to be peacemakers, A
treaty was arranged (January 18, 1613) which left both
parties in practically the same position they occupied
before the first shot was fired a.nd the first life sac-
Pf
rificed. The treaty confirmed the Peace of Stettin made
in 1570 except in so far as altered by the present treaty.
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G-ustavus gave up Jamtland, the fortress of Sonnehorg,
and all dominion over the Lapps on the seacoast from
I
Titlsfjord to ’Varanger. Christian surrendered Kalma,r,
ii
Elfgsborg, Oland, all the territory taken during the
war. But for the cession of the fortresses, Gustavus
had to pay 1,000,000 rix -dollars v/ithin six years of
the date of the treaty. The city of Gothenburg and
bhe province of Vastergotland were to be security for
payment. To raise the money to pay off that debt
meant a considerable sacrifice on the part of the
Sv/edish nation. But they did their utmost and in two
years they had paid it off.
"Nothing short of the necessity
of getting rid of a near and trouble-
some enemy v/ould have persuaded Gus-
tavus Adolphus to consent to terms so
unfavorable." 2
Even the King^s own table silver was sent to the mint
to be coined to pay off this debt.
Though Gustavus had not entirely triumphed
over his enemies, and though he had committed one bad
blunder in allowing himself to be caught by a sur-
prise attack, he had distinguished himself as a lead-
er, and had accomplished a great deal against all
odds. He had shown the fearlessness of his Viking
pr forefathers,
^Cambridge Modern History: page 179
^Grinberg: Vol, III, page 200
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III.
G-ustavus had scarcely conclude'd the peace
with Denmark, v/hen he was called to Russia, In that
War v;ith country, since 1598 ther'e he.d been con-
Russia
tlnual quarrels concerning the success-
ion to the throne which was destroyed by the death of
Czar Feodor,
"The v;ily Sigismund, deprived
of the throne of Sweden, sought to in-
demnify himself bv trying to seize the
throne of Russia,
Sigismund attempted to carry out his plans by putting
up a phantom Czar to claim the throne in the name of
Demetrius who v/as supposed to have died, Vasil Shuiski,
who was supported by one faction in Russia, in 1606
declared himself Czar, and appealed to Sweden for aid.
In 1613, there was an outburst of national
enthusiasm in Russia which resulted in the election of
Michael Feodorovich, of the house of Romanov as Czar,
He was a native Russian who had been brought up in a
convent and in the love and observance of the Greek
religion, v;hich was the church of the Russian people,
Charles, both to frustrate the designs of Sigismund and
to gain a good frontier against Russia had agreed to
"furnish 5000 men at the cost of the czar", James dela
Gardie vras the les.der of these troops. Throughout the
fifteen years of squabbling over the Russian succession,
the Swedish monarch supported one candidate for the
1
Leak: page 113
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throne, and Sigismund supported a.nother. One Russian
faction offered the crown to Wladyslaw , the son of
Sigismund; s.nother made a similar offer to Charles
Phillip, the brother of Gustavus. In 1610, Sigis-
mund himself marched against LI^scow, defeated Shuiski
at Kluichino, and deposed him. The council of the
Kremlin had already elected Y^ladyslaw, the son of
Sigismund as czar.
"but Sigismund, malting light
of his son's pretensions, as if by
right of conquest assumed the title of
autocrat of Russia, and endeavored to
bring the whole country under his
yoke.
In 1613, however, the Russians attempted
to heal their ovm differences,
"The clergy used their great
influence to such an extent that they
made it essential that the czar should
conform to the church of the people
—
the Greek church. Hence they elected
Michael Feodorovich, of the house of
Romanov czar, " 2
77ith his election came an outburst of national enthu-
/
siasm. Novgorod remained true to the orthodox religion
and the Swedish king, and as the nev/ faith had gained
a foundation even in these parts of Russia, many of •
the inhabitants openly expressed their anxiety to re-
main permanently under the pov/er of the Swedish crovm.
The new czar v/anted to drive out both forces, the Cath-
olic ones of Poland, and the Protestant ones of Sweden,
^Chapman: page 73
2Leak: page 121
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They attacked and massacred the Swedish garrisons
of Tichim and Augdoff, G-ustavus offered peace, hut
they refused. Gustavus Adolphus thought his presence
v/as necessary in Russia so he went there and succeeded
in regaining Tichim and Augdoff, hut failed to make any
real progress. Ke again offered peace, hut his terms
were too extravagant for consideration, and Russia's
internal disorganization impeded action. Negotiations
were indefinitely postponed and soon afterward Gustavus
was compelled to return home to transact some important
State affairs. It was inconvenient for him to return to
the seat of war, and consequently he aga,in presented
slightly modified terms of peace to the Russian Court
hut they were again refused.
In the summer of 1615, not having yet effected
a peace with Russia, Gustavus Adolphus crossed the Bal-
tic and began the siege of Plescow. The attack on so
fortified a city v/as not very successful and interven-
tion hy James I, king of England, and also Holland
finally persuaded the Sv/edes to raise the siege. On
the 27th of February, 1617, the Treaty of Stolbova was
1
drawn up and signed. Efforts to clear his country from
the forces who had gained admission during a period of
internal dissension and anarchy and v/ere malting it a
ground on v;hich to fight battles v;hich, in all fairness
2
ought to have been fought either in Sweden or Poland.
^Cambridge Modern History; page 179
2
Leak; page 12
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This short war had heen a severe school to the young
king of 3v;eden. He had fought under his valiant con-
stable, James de la G-ardie, v/hose gallant rj^ had struck
the Russians to such a degree that they put his name
in their calendar, thus conferring religious honors
upon him. By this v/ar, Gustavus had succeeded in
completely shutting out Russia from the Baltic and
had foiled the purposes of Sigismund. On the fron-
tier a stone bearing the three crov/ns of Sweden was
raised with the inscription: "Here Gustavus Adol-
phus, King of Sweden, set the limits of his realm,
iilay his v;ork, under a Gracious Providence, be lasting.
Gustavus in his speech to the Estates after
his return shows his satisfaction at the conclusion of
the v/ar so favorable to his State:
"it is not least among the
benefits which Divine Providence hath
conferred upon Sv/eden, that the Russ, with
whom we have lived from of old in an un-
certain relation and critical posture of
affairs, must nov; let slip for ever the
robber's nest, whence he before so often
annoyed us. Of a truth he is a dangerous
neighbour; his landmarks stretch from the
Baltic to the Northern and Caspian, coming
nigh to the Black Sea; he hath a pov;erful
nobility and numerous peasantry, populous
tov/ns, and can bring great armies into the
field; now cannot this foe launch but a boat
on the East v;ithout our leave. The great
1 aile s of Ladoga and Peipus, the river of
Narva, thirty miles of v/ide morasses, and
strong fortresses part him from us; Russia
is excluded from the Baltic and I hope to
God it 7/ ill henceforth be hard for the Rus-
sians to leap over that little brook."
1
Geijer: page 240
See Appendix: No. 2
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IV.
But G-$,stavus still had a score to settle
with Sigismund, King of Poland, who laid claim to the
War with Swedish throne, and as a Catholic was
Poland
supported by the Emperor, Poland and
the other Catholic countries considered Gustavus to
be an insurrectionist against the lawful king, the
King of Poland, and would not acknov/ledge him as the
ruler of Sweden. Sweden might expect an attack from
Sigismund at any time that he would consider a good
opportunity offered itself for him to v;in back the
crov/n of Sweden.
’’And the next thing to
expect from him was exhibited in
his persecutions against the Polish
protestants, which the Jesuits had
prevailed upon him to instigate."!
Sigismund had done all in his pov;er to undermine
Gustavus' authority at home, and to set against him
the neighboring continental nations. It was to Sweden
a war of self-defense. Sigismund had been instigating
sedition in Sweden and misrepresenting them abroad.
Gustavus Adolphus' conception of the danger
from Poland ma^'- be seen in his address to the Estates
Gustivus identified in 1617 .t Sigismund had not been
the V7ar v/ith the
religious cause willing to consider peace:
^Grimberg, Vo 1. Ill, page 203^ "Vad man sedan hade att
vanta, det visade de forfo'ljerser mot de polska prgt-
estanterna, some jesuiterna formadded honom att stalla
till."
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t
"And anyone v/ho considers the question
must conclude that the King of Poland cannot
deal fairly with either Gustavus Adolphus or
the Crown of Sv/eden as long as he is kept
out of sympathy with them hy adherence to his
Catholic religion Catholicism has exhib-
ited the policy that; ’^e shall not consider
it our duty to keep promises with Heretics’
as they call us. And Sigismund, in all of
his deeds has certainly shown that he has
learned well hov/ to practice this papal pol-
icy against us as well as against many others.
For example, let me remind you of his oath
taken in Uppsala, 1594, in which he promised
to love no one, nor despise anyone, according
to his religion. These words he evidently has
interpreted as meaning that he would despise
no one of the Catholic Faith, and love no one
who declared himself to he of our Faith. Have
not his dealings shown us that he was making
light of his promise?
"But what other measures would we ex-
pect of a king who allows himself to he dom-
inated hy that 'League of the devil’
,
the
Jesuits, which are responsible for the ter-
rible condition of tj^ranny which exists in
Spain, France, and other countries? This
brotherhood, in using the Inquisition, have
spared neither nobleman nor peasant, neither
man nor woman. Their persecutions in Spain
("The Holv Hassacre", as it is called by the
Catholics) teach us what these Jesuits and
the kings, v/ho are influenced by their teach-
ing, are attempting to do to everyone of our
religion. Yes, the King of Poland himself,
declares his enmity toward those w’ho are of
our faith. In Poland he is burning one Prot-
estant church after another; their religious
services are held v^ith the greatest of danger.
His hatred toward us and those of our Faith
is plain enough, and we can hardly hope for
any more of a tolerant attitude from the
King of Poland, than other Protestant coun-
tries have received from their Catholic neigh-
bors. Their Catholic League has declared
that by using whatever means possible, they
pledged themselves to unite under the domina-
tion of the Pope s,nd the serfdom of the Emper-
or, all those who have been brought forth out
of that darkness into light.
1
Original translation: see Appendix -5

G-ustavu3 set out to make himself master
of Livonia. He attacked Riga, the great commercial
Gustavus success- center, and after six v/eeks’
ful in Poland
siege, it surrendered. The
citizens v/ere allowed to keep their rights exactly
as under the Polish rule, and there had not been a
shot fired, nor an outrage on life and property com-
mitted, The one thing that Gustavus did v^as to expel
the Jesuits from the city vrithin eight days. Gusta,vus
entered Riga on September 16th. V/hen he entered, after
receiving the keys of Riga, the first use he made of
his victory v;as to direct his steps to the great church
of St. Peter, where he fell on his knees and returned
thanks to God for the success which He had granted to
his armies. £e Deum was being chanted to the accom-
paniment of a general discharge of artillery from the
Sv^edish camp. In his dealings with the people, he
showed only clemency and kindness. Alternating suc-
cesses and reverses attended him until by 1625 nearly
the whole of Livonia was in the possession of the Swe-
dish conqueror.
"Throughout Livonia a large
portion of the population regarded
Gustavus as a deliverer rather than as
an invader."
He v;as more or less inactive then for a period of three
years, after which he again was successful. Finally,
nearly all Pomerania and the Baltic seaboard wa,s in
1
Leak: page 142
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possession of the victorious King of Sweden.
Spinola, who at that time was reputed to
he the first general in Europe, was so impressed hy
His victories the success of Gustavus that he
alarm the Cath-
olics v;arned the Emperor that a Protestant
Prince had risen up, of a very different stamp than
other chiefs of that persuasion, and that if he (the
Emperor) did not find employment for Gustavus in the
north, Gustavus would likely find it for him in his
1
o;vn empire. The Spaniards, acting upon the warnings
of Spinola sent an embassy to Sigismund to press him
to continue the v^ar. But since they could not aid
him, Sigismund was forced to adhere to peace.
At last, v/hen Sweden had for three years
controlled the Prussian ports, the Poles could not
withstand any longer. On September 25th, 1629, at
Stuhmbsdorf they concluded a peace for six 5^ears,
v;hich was very favorable to the Sv/edes.
The war between the Catholic and Protestant
forces of Germany had broken out almost two years be-
fore Gustavus sent his army into Poland, but nothing
of a decisive cha,racter had then taken place. Gustavus
did not virtually enter upon the Thirty Years' TJar until
I63O, but it* is almost impossible to disassociate his
invasion of Poland from the larger question of Catholic
or Protestant ascendancy.
1
Stevens: page 50
It was a mighty conflict

betv/een a Protestant and a Cat ’nolle poT/er, and al-
most for this reason alone it emerges into the struggle
which established for all time a fair measure of reli-
gious toleration, and a more expansive measure of free-
1
dom of thought. The pretensions of Sigismund had be-
come so aggressive, and his efforts to promote sedition
v^ithin Sweden were becoming so arrogant that the Swedis’n
king was compelled to face him and cripple his power in
such a way that it would be impossible for him to render
assistance to the Roman Catholic powers in the maintain-
ance of the larger and more important struggle in w’nich
Custavus after.vards played the leading part.
V.
Gustavus Adolphus was a reformer. One author
says, "he began his life v^ell by reforming himself,"
Gustavus a His private life was irreproachable,
refo mier
especially vhien you consider that in an
age T/hich v/as not characterized by purity, he stood out
as a beacon light; in an age v/hich certainly was not
characterized by intellectual development in Sv/eden
the king set a v;orthy example by closely studying the
great problems,
Gustavus was knov/n as the "travelling king".
He vjent through the country to learn to knov/ his people
1
Leak: page 128
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Internal re- and their needs, and thereupon built
construction
his reform measures. He proceeded to
codify laws, and v/as desirous to extend the advantages
of education to every class of his subjects. He took
measures for the encouragement of education in the native
University of Upsala, for previously the wealthiest and
noblest 3v;edes had been educated chiefly at ’/Ja-rsaw and
Cracow, where they had not unnaturally imbibed, senti-
ments favorable to Sigismund, v/ho had not j'-et given
1
up the idea of recovering the Swedish crpwn. He de-
voted annually a large portion of the imperial revenues
to the erection of schools and chapels for the propa-
gation of the Lutheran faith. He now laid before his
senate a plan for establishing commei^cial connections
v;ith the 7?'est Indies, that his subjects might share in
the advantages which the other nations of Europe v;ere
beginning to derive from these nev/ fountains of v^ealth;
v/hile the merchant marine so established v/ould prove a
nursery for his navy: another consideration which he
pressed on his Senate with peculiar earnestness was
undoubtedly one v/hich influenced himself as much as
either of the others, being the expectation that the
friendl]; relations thus established v^ith those countries
would afford Christians great opportunities of introduc-
ing the knowledge of the trae religion among the savage
Inhabitants.
1
Cambridge Lodern History: page A6
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Tlie work of Reformation besun by Luther and
esta-blished in Sweden by G-ust.:ivus Vasa was carried on
g
Preservo-t ion by Charlex IX. This "religious in-
" of Reformation
stinct of the first Vasa struck a
much deeper root in Charles, and reached its highest
1
cultivation in Susta’'7us , " Gustavus Adolphus, in his
own v/ay, carried on the v;ork begun by Luther; he did
so by attempting everywhere to keep the work of Luther
alive and to further the movement for freedom of thought
and action. This v/ork might,
"and no doubt would have been
crushed out of existence if Gustavus Adol-
phus had not stepped into the awful breach
in defence of a man's and a nation's most
sa-cred birthright— freedom of thought, as
well as freedom of action, in all things
which do not jeopardize the sa.fety or the
freedom of others.
Such v/as the extravagant tribute popularly paid to
Gusta-'/us. Certainly the struggle for liberty would
not have ceased, and it is also to be doubted tliat
Luther's v/ork for religious freedom would have been
blotted out, but for a vfhile the Protestant Cause in
Germany hailed Gustavus Adolphus as its most able leader.
Under him the Protestant forces so enfeebled King Ferd-
inand I by destroying his armies, laying desolate his
lands, and emptying his treasury, that the Catholic
I forces were unable to check effectively the reform
movement.
^Leak: page 51
^Ibid: page 52
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lie was a reformer in the art of war. In
fact, he completely revolutionized military tactics.
Articles The technique here involved is not im-
I of 77ar
portant to us; hut v/hat is important to
us is the moral reforms v.'hich he instigated and v;hich
showed his lofty ideal even in that respect. As Leak
says
,
"Before following Gusta\ai3
into the great struggle for religious
freedom, it may he advisable to digress
a moment, and look into the heart of the
hero as it is laid before us in those re-
markable Articles of War."^
These articles of v/ar v/ere written by the king in his
own hand. There were I 50 of them. They were a com-
posite of a number of other codes. They include or-
dinances for maintaining and cultivating a, spirit of
religious reverence in the army by providing for daily
celebration o-f divine service, and for the due religious
observance of the Lord's day, morning and evening prayer
for each regiment. It outlines rigorous punishments for
all acts of profaneness. No duels are permitted. Moral
rules and regulations are outlined in detail. Courts
v/ere instituted for the administration of new laws. He
constituted himself a Supreme Court of Appeal to avoid
any hasty act on the part of the Court. The following
extract from Schiller, the German poet, though amusing,
gives a truthful representation:
1
"King and Hero": page I 50 .
by Leak
For Articles of 7'ar, see
Appendix* No. 4
tr
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"V/hat a fuss and a bother, forsooth, was made
By that man -tormentor, G-ustavus, the Swede,
"Those camp v/as a church where prayers were said
At morning reveille and evening tattoo;
And v/henever it chanced that one frisky grew^
w A sermon himself from the saddle he’d read."
That these Articles of ?7ar acco^mplished their purpose
in molding an army at which the whole of Europe marvelled,
is revealed in the v;ritings of a contemporary by the name
2
of Be Foe:
"When I saw the Swedish troops,
their exact discipline, their ord.er, the modesty
and familiarity of their officers and the regular
living of their soldiers, their camp seemed a well-
oixiered city. The meanest countrywoman v;ith her
market v/are v/as as safe from violence as in the
streets of Vienna, The soldiers were well clad,
not gay, furnished with excellent arms and remark-
ably careful of_them, and though they did not seem
so terrible as ^ thought Tilly's men did when I
first saw them, yet the figure they made, together
v/ith what v/e heard of them, made them seem to me
invincible; the discipline, the order of their
marchings, ca-mping
,
and exercises, v/ere excellent
and singular, and which v/as to be seen in no armies
except the king's, his own skill. Judgment, and
vigilance having added much to the general conduct
of armies then in use."
Many other changes in internal relations, and
ma-ny other reforms v/ere brought about by Gustavus,but
I think sufficient instances have been cited to shov/
his attitude at that point.
VI.
These internal reforms were often suggested
and in many instances carried out by the Chancellor,
^Living Age, 77:342
2
Ibid, (quoting DeFoe)

Axel Oxen-
st lerna
Axel Oxenstlerna, He was in some
respects the most outstanding states-
man of his time, and exerted such a tremendous influ-
ence on the mind of Gustavus Adolphus and on the af-
fairs of Sweden that we must pause to acquaint our-
selves with him here.
One of the first things that Gustavus Adol-
phus did after being crowned king in 1611 was to appoint
as Chancellor of Sweden this very able man Just eleven
years older than himself, Axel Oxenstierna. He had
studied theology at the universities of Rostock, Wit-
tenberg, and Jena. He had visited many of the German
courts Just at the period when the problems arising
out of the new theology and the reformed faith were
discussed by ©ver^'one.
The relationship betv/een the tv/o was not
that of sovereign and minister, but they were the best
-!-heir attitudes toward one another are
best expressed in their own words as given in Grimberg.
Gustavus says that he thinks of the Chancellor as
"an opportunity, given meby God, to help me carry the heav-iest burdens, even those which are
closest to my heart.
^Leak: page 75
Grimberg, Vol. Ill, 202:
Gud givit, manga tunga
trycka!’^^^^^°^^^ ’ ^ varlder
saker at
tungst
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And ttie Chancellor replies:
’’What my utmost endeavor can
yield, that I promise to give without
reserve, to serve in all things truly
and respectfully; and willingly sacri-
fice my life as v/ell as that of my family,
blood and all that men value in this world,
so that I shall be justified not only as in
the eyes of my contemporaries and descen-
dants, but according to the judgment of
Him who is the Ruler of the Universe."’^
Lucidly for Sv/eden, the Chancellor’s mind
was moulded very differently from that of G-ustavus,
The contributions which he made to the mind of Gus-
tavus, and the results of the interaction of the two
such great but different minds, is with difficulty
discerned. The differences which produced such mar-
velous results are indicated in one instance in the
following: Gustavus had presented a plan for the
consideration of the Chancellor. Oxenstierna pro-
ceeded to "pick it to pieces", whereupon Gustavus
exclaimed: "You are so cold in your proceedings that
,.2
you act perpetually as a drag upon my activity.
IVith Swedish good humor, the Chancellor replied:
"if I did not perpetually throw cold water on you,
»
1
Grimberg
,
2
Grimberg,
Vo 1, III, page 202:
„ o a
"Vad i min yttersta formaga star, det lovar
jag utan skvrmtan^ med underd^nighet och
trohet at gora; gr'rna uppoffrsvnde mitt och
de ffiinasliv, blod^^och allt, det manniskorna
i denna varlden kart hava, sa, att ja^ ansvara
kan icke blott for samtid och eftervarld, vilkas
omdorae utan for all varlden ’s domare."
pace 202:
„
Om inte min hetta satte liv i Eder kold, sa
skulle alltsammans stelna och stanna av."
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1
you v^ould catch fire and blaze up once and for all."
And they v/ould both laugh and put their heads to-
gether to v/ork out the thing until they finally, as
if one mind, came to a decision. The efforts of
both were united in one aim; the neares t ood for
Sv/eden
.
1
G-rimberg; page 2Ck :
"Om inte min kold svalkade Eders Majestats
hetta, so skulle Eders ilajestat redan ha
/) brunnit upp."
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CHAPTER III,
THE PART TI-LA.T SWEDEN AND GU3TAVUS
ADOLPHUS PLAYED IN THAT GREiiT STRUGGLE
KNOWN AS THE THIRTY YEARS WAR.
"Sverige’s majestat och Guds kyrka,
some darutinnan vilar, aro val varda
att man for dem ‘besvarligheter, ja
sjalva doden, lider."
"For the State of Sv/eden and the Church
of God, T/hich rests within the State,
it is our privilege to suffer even unto
death," But his heart v/as voider than
that. In his action he v;as a patriotic
Swede, hut he v/as much more than that.
He v/as a true champion of Protestantism,
if ever such a one arose out of the dark
ness to defend the sacred cause.
r)
1. Grimherg, Vol.III, page 22?
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I.
77e are not required by our present study
to go into a protracted survey of the Thirty Years’
v7ar. But as one author would say,
"If you are to understand
Gustavus Adolphus and' his v/ork, yje
must describe the stage on which
this great but brief part was acted;
if he is not to be a mere sky-pageant,
painted on the air, we must set him, so
to speak, in the framework of his time,
^put a little background in the picture."
In the sixteenth century, Gem^iany v;as still
under the feudal system and far from attaining any
Political Con- national unity. There was a
struction of Ger-
many in the Six- feudal parliament consisting of
teenth Century
The Electors, hereditary and
ecclesiastical, princes, and free Imperial Cities.
The hereditary nionar^ies were governed by lay sov-
ereigns; the elective by ecclesiastical princes,
generally of pov;erful noble families. Over all these
states and uniting them together in a feudal chief-
tanship was the Emperor of the German Empire, better
known as the Holj'- Roman Empire, This sovereign con-
sidered himself not only the head of the people of
German origin, but
"as the Pope of Rome was
considered the spiritual head, so
the Emperor considered himself the
temporal head of all Christian
people. "2
Hours at Home, No. 2, page 111
2Seebohm: page 2?
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The Emperor during the three previous centuries
had belonged to the House of Hapsburg. He was
elected under the Golden Bull of 1356 by the
seven Prince Electors. Three of these Electors
were ecclesiastics, archbishops of Liayence, Cologne
axid Treves; and four lay electors, the Count Pal-
atine, the King of Bohemia, Duke of Saxony and the
Margrave of Brandenburg. But the power of the
Emperor, feudal parliament and princes was ignored
and resisted by the proud and independent petty
feudal lords, ever-increasing because of the sub-
division of domains by laws of inheritance. A
central power was needed, yet there was none.
The peasantry were oppressed by heavy bondages
to their feudal lords and to the clergy. Therefore
when they revolted, their protest was not only
national but religious.
The Reformation in Germany produced
political as v^ell as religious troubles. On Feb-
Diet of ruary 5th, 1555, there v/as an attempt
Augsburg
1555 "by Ferdinand I.
,
to compose the fatal
dissensions to which the Reformation had given rise.
The Diet drew up a treaty which, upon examination,
proved to be one of great instability:
1. The peace was between the Catholics
and the Lutherans, and excluded the
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Galvinists and Zwinglians and other
sectarians. These were declared to he
^
unable to profit by any of the conces-
sions made by the Catholics,
2, Each sovereign v/as to impose on his people
whatever religion accorded v;ith his convic-
tion or suited his caprice, in actuation
of the detestable and pre-eminently Prot-
estant principle - in reality a pagan canon -
that the master of the country’- v/as, of right,
master also of that country’s religion.
3. The subjects had, however, one recourse,
that they could sell their property and
1
emigrate.
In Germany, the Church of Rome gradually
gathered up her strength. She found in the new order
of the Jesuits a militia devoted to her interests and
capable of rendering to her the most effectual service
Little by little, she recovered much of that v/hich she
had lost during the first twenty-five years, till at
length it came into the hearts of the leaders of the
Roman Catholic Church in Germany to recla-im for her
all the privileges of a predominant church, which the
Reformation had forced the Catholic Church to renounce
1 Gardiner: page 10
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One by one, the liberties of the
Protestants, thouGh sanctioned by legal acts,
Protestant were encroached upon and dimin-
persecution
ished. Ferdinand and his Jesuits
did violence to all generous feeling and all sound
policy, with the clear intention of exterminating
Protestantism and of bringing the free cities and
independent sovereigns of Germany under imperial
dominion.
In 1608, at the Diet of Ratisbon, the
Protestants had put forth their complaints, but
getting no satisfaction, they formed the "Evangelical
Union" at the head of v^hich was the Elector Palatine,
Frederick IV,
In 1609, those on the other side responded
with a Catholic League with Maximilian of Bavaria as
chief.
"Both confederations con-
templated the vindication by force of
arms if necessar3'-, of the interests
denoted by their respective titles,
and v;hen Civil Uar broke out in Bohemia
in 1618, the insurgents and the emperor
both looked to the Union and the League
respectively, as their natural parti-
sans.
II.
In Bohemia, there were a number of Protes-
tants, Although the ancient crown of the realm was
1
Chapman: page I23
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Ttie inunediate preserved at Prague, Bohemia v;as
cause of the
Thirty Years' counted as a dependency of the Holy
War
Roman Empire, Ferdinand II suc-
ceeded to the throne of Bohemia in 1617
,
to Hungary
in I6l8, and succeeded his Uncle Matthias as Emperor
of G-ermany in 1619. He moved to restore the Catholic
faith and he dreamed that authority over Christendom
should he divided between him and the Pope. King Fer-
dinand II had been trained 1:^ the Jesuits, He honestly
believed that his greatest service to G-od v/ould be in
persecutions of those ^7ho adhered to another faith.
But there were many Protestants among the
citizens of Prague. One of their leaders, the Count
of Thurn, had been displaced and two Roman Catholics
had been appointed to the vice-royal council at Prague
Instead, Ferdinand had also violated the privileges
of these Protestants as set forth in the "Majestats-
brief", a royal letter obtained from Emperor Rudolf,
as King of Bohemia, in 1609, v/hich granted to the sub-
jects of the King’s Dominions in Bohemia the right
not onl 5^ of retaining the Protestant churches already
in their possession, but that of building new ones,
if deemed necessary by the Diet. Trouble ensued then
V7hen the Protestants began to build churches in the
Ecclesiastical states. Thereupon Ferdinand proceeded
to order a number of churches closed. A Protestant
1u
!
- .?h
^
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ctiurch at Klo3 tergrab ^vas 'burned down on tire order
of the Arch'bishop of Prague. Another church v/as
closed hy the order of the Ah'bot of Brannau.
For a while the hidden flames smouldered
under the surface. But on May 23, 1618, the Protes-
tants assembled in a wrathful, insurrectionary mood.
"We are free men and our faith is free" rang from the
band proclaiming that the religious cause was one with
the national cause and henceforth vie see that tte re-
volt though rooted in religion v/as a political one.
Amid turmoil and shouting the3r went up to the castle;
v/arri.oit5, merchants - all carried weapons. Dignified
The demon- nobles led; a heated debate ensued,
stratlon
and finally Slawata and Martinitz,
and the Secretary Fabrldus, were thrown from the
third-story windov/ of the government house. They
were not hurt, and made great haste to the Emperor
1
to tell of their ill-treatment.
The insurgents seized the reins of govern-
ment, the Jesuits were banished, and all Bohemia was
in a flame of rebellion and it was not long before
the conflagration spread over all Europe. The^^ pro-
ceeded formallj^ to depose Ferdinand, and on the 25th
day of October, 1619, they crowned the Elector Pal-
atine, Frederick V. king instead,
1
Gardiner: page 30
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During the years from I6l8 to 1630, the
first period of the war, the arms of the Catholic
League and emperor were everywhere triumphant, heat-
ing down the feeble and opposing Protestant princes
of Germany. The Imperial army scattered all the
From 1618 forces which attempted in any way
to Gustavus
to withstand. Christian IV of
Denmark v/as compelled to v;ithdrav/ v;ith shame a,nd
defeat to his ov;n land. All Germany lay prostrate
at the feet of the emperor and ’Tallenstein, their
terrible comma.nder who
,
advancing the Imperial ban-
ners to the shores of the Baltic, assumed to him-
self the threatening title of Admiral of the Baltic
Sea. The Edict of Restitution was passed which
stripped the professors of the Reformed Faith of
most of their rights, expelled them from endov/ments
which they had enjoyed for well-nigh s. century. Their
legal standing v/as interpreted by the triumphant
Imperialists, and it was coming to the point v;here
they must either renounce their faith or emigrate
from the territory and go to one of the chosen faith.
III.
7/hatever was the issue of the Thirty Years'
77ar, the struggle inevitable and the nature of
the enemy made the interests of Sweden and of Protes-
tantism identical. In 1627, T^allenstein had begun

to carry out on behalf of the House of Hapsburs, a
policy which aimed at the control of the Baltic from
the Sound to the Haffs of Pomerania and Prussia. His
actions here viere aimed mainly at the Scandinavian
powers. In April, 1628, therefore, Sv/eden and Den-
mark became allies, and Joined in the defense of
Stralsund. Sweden's defensive action against that
design v;as without loss of time seized upon by the
promoters of the Protestant League as a proof tliat
she must speedily proceed to the offensive. Accord-
ing, Sir Thomas Roe, sought to convince both Fred-
erick Henry of Orange and G-ustavus himself as to
the expediency of a combined war against the House
1
of Hapsburg, with Gustavus Adolphus as the head.
Wallenstein had recognized from the first
that the chief obstacle to his and the House of Haps-
burg 's designs was to be sought and found in Gustavus
Adolphus. That is V7hy he had in April 1629 despatched
Arnim with a force of 15,000 men to the Polish fron-
tier. At the same time an intolerable insult v/as
offered to Gustavus Adolphus by excluding his ambas-
sadors from the peace negotiations at Lubeck in June.
The fact that Gustavus was menaced by a
Jesuit -Hapsburg crusade rather than Sigismund, made
him look beyond Poland for the disease, and beyond
1
Cambridge Modern History: page 192
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»
Nationalise]
and Protes-
tantism
Sweden for the remedy. And so G-ustavus was involved
in the great question which v/as agita-
ting Europe. The hare legal right which
gave the whole of the seventeen provinces of the Nether-
lands to Spain, which gave Bohemia to Ferdinand, and the
Protestant bishoprics and the secularized land to the
Catholic clergy, gave also Sweden to Sigismund. Tas it
strange if Gustavus stood forth to combat this doctrine
to the death, or if in his mind the grov/th of the tv^o
branches of the House of Austria, by v;hom this doctrine
was maintained, became inextricably blended with the
creed which that doctrine v;as to favour? V/as it strange
too, if Protestantism and the national right of each
separate country to go its ov/n way untrammelled by such
a doctrine appeared in his eyes, ^ jj] Ms da.ys for the
most part they really were
.
but tv^o forms of the same spirit
For many years before embarking upon the
Thirty Years' T'ar, Gustavus Adolphus v/as looked upon
throughout Europe as the head of the struggling per-
secuted Protestants. He had published an edict in
favour of the persecuted Protestants in all countries,
offering them an asylum in Sweden; a measure to which
it is not impossible that he may have been in some de-
gree stimulated by the benefits v/hich England was already’
seen to derive from the Flemish refugees whom Elizabeth
Gardiner: page 8l
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establish themselves in thathad encouraged to
1
country'.
There had been deputations representing
the Protestant groups vrhich came to G-ustavus from
Germany v/as time to time. Dr. David Paraeus,
looking to-
ward Gustavus one of the most eminent theologians
of the period, pleaded with Gustavus to help bring
about a union betv/een the two branches of Protestants,
the Lutherans and Calvinists, who were weakening their
mutual cause against the Catholics by not being able
to overcome their differences and act as one unit.
There had also been several despatches asking Gus-
tavus to take part in . the Thirty Years’ Yar. llaurice,
the Landgrave of Hesse, sent deputies to ask Gustavus
to assume the chief guardianship of the Evangelical
League vmich had been e3ta,blished.
From the outbreak of the Thirty Years' ’Tar,
Gustavus v/as consciously t aking part in the great
7/ar v;lth struggle of Protestantism against the
Germany
Catholic reaction. Political consid-
erations no less than personal conviction therefore
made Gustavus the champion of the faith v/hich in tiiree
generations had become the symbol of Gwedish national
freedom.
He v;on his last and greenest laurels as the
champion of Protestantism, the advancement and main-
1
Cambridge Yodern History: page 5^
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tenance of v/hich had, from G-ustavus Vasa onv/ard
been an unchanginG principle of action in the IcinQS
1
of Sv/eden.
'.Then the time of crisis came, Gusta\'us
v/as quite prepared to place himself at the head of
the European Protestants, hut he v7ould never inter-
fere in the performance of a task v/hich rightly be-
longed to the rulers of the countries v/here the dif-
ferences existed, or to the people who, under the name
of Protestants, were professing to fight their common
foe.
IV.
The motives which led Gustavus to intervene
directly in the Thirty Years’ War are told in his cor-
Statement respondence with Axel Oxenstierna, He
of motives
feared lest the emperor should acquire
the Baltic ports and proceed to build up a sea power
dangerous to Scandinavia. For the same reason, the
king rejected the chancellor’s alternative of waging
a defensive war against the emperor by means of the
fleet, v.^ith ‘^talsund as his base. He was convinced
by the experience of Christian IV of Denmark that the
enemies’ harbors could be taken from them only by a
successful offensive war on land, and, w^hile quite
alive to the risks of such an enterprise in the face
Cambridge Modern History: page 190
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of two large armies, and 'Vallenstein ' s
,
each of them larger than his own, he argued that
the vast extent of territory and the numerous gar-
risons which the enemy was obliged to maintain, pjore
than made up for numerical superiority. Merely to
blockade all the German ports with the Sv/edish fleet
was equally impossible. The 3v;edish fleet v/as too
v;eak for that; it would be safer to talce and fortify
the most important of them. In Germany itself, if
he once got the upper hand, he would not be v/ithout
resources. It is no enthusiastic crusader but an
anxious and far-seeing if somewhat speculative states-
man that thus opens his mind to us
,
Ko doubt religious considerations largely
influenced Gustavus. He had the deepest sympathy for
his fellov/ Protestants in Germany. He regarded them
as God’s peculiar people, himself as their divinely
appointed deliverer. But his first duty v/as to Sweden.
And naturally, and rightly, he viewed the whole business
from a predominantly Swedish point of vie\7. Lutherans
and Calvinists were to be delivered from a "soul-crush-
ing tyranny" but they v/ere to be delivered by foreign
if friendly’- pov/er, and that pov;er claimed as her re-
ward the hegemony of Protestant Europe and all nolit-
1
ical privileges belonging to that exalted position.
1
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Hoivever, v/ith. G-ustavus
,
the defense of
a persecuted gospel v/as a very real thing. His-
torians coolly dissect a man's thoughts as they
please, and label them like specimens in a natural-
ist's cabinet. Such a thing, they argue, v;as done
for mere personal aggrandizement; such a thing for
national objects; such a thing for high religious
motives. In real life we may be sure it was not so.
As with Ferdinand and Maximilian, the love of lav; and
orderly government was indissolubly blended with the
desire to propagate the faith on which their own spir-
itual life was based; so it was with Gustavus. To ex-
tend the power of Sweden,' to support the princes of
Germany against the Emperor's encroachments, to give
a firm and unassailable standing ground to German
Protestantism, were all to him parts of one great work,
1
scarcely even in thought to be separated from one another.
By the year 1628 then, v;e may regard the king's
participation in the German v/ar as fixed. Already in
Eecember, 1627, v/hen the councillors of state were as-
sembled in Stockholm, he.requested that they should
najue a commission from all of the four estates to dis-
cuss v/ith him some secret affairs. This commission, on
the 12th of January, 1628, declares:
1
Gardiner: page 83
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"Inasmuch as his majesty hath
signified to us into what a dangerous condi-
tion our brethren in religion have fallen in
Estates grant G-ermany, and hov: the emperor
him aid and the Popish league have
^
oppressed and subdued one prince and one town
r after the other; how they have unjustly occu-
pied all the principalities bordering on the
Baltic, and finally, not spared Denmark, our
nearest neighbor; so that if God avert not such
danger vie have nought else to expect for the
realm than the uttermost ruin, or a tedious and
burdensome war; therefore, we promise, on our
own side and that of our colleagues, tha.t we
will act and deal towards your majesty and our
country as befits upright men, and for this 1
just cause ;.7ill spare neither life nor property.”
77hat a distant prospect this struggle opened
no one perceived better than the king. ”lt has gone so
far,” he v/rites to Axel Oxenstierna, April 1st, 1628,
"that all wars v/hich are waged in Europe are inter-
. mingled and become one.” In the "proposition” which
on Llay 30, 1629, Gustavus Adolphus addressed from
Elbing to the Swedish Estates, and which first dis-
tinctly placed before them the plan of the great lib-
erating expedition that has immortalized his name, he
2
declared that to defend Sweden was to defend her faith.
He v;as probably the only sovereign in Europe
at that time who took so just an idea of the constitu-
tional rights of his subjects as to consult them on, and,
as it were, to ask their consent to the measures which
he had in contemplation. Accordinglv, they granted him .
w ample supplies of money and troops. Such a man was
^Geljer: page 257, translation. For the original Swedish
see Appendix No, 5
2Cambridge ilodern History; page 190
3Encyclopedia Brittanica; page 53
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certain not to te a mere enthusiast embarkins heed-
lesslj?- in a Protestant crusade. Neither would he be
careful for mere temporal or political power, regard-
less of the higher interests of his time. His first
1
duty, and he never forgot it, was to his country.
John Skytte remonstrated v/ith the king for hazarding
the Vasa dynasty by placing himself in such peril,
but the hero answered in a sentence v;hich speaks
volumes to those potentates v^ho think that the pros-
perity and safety of nations they govern are vested
in their own little lives;
"All monarchies have passed
from one race to another. A monarchy
consists not in persons but in the law."
The King was ready at the last moment to
drav; back from his enterprise if his conditions were
not granted. Nor v/ould he have embarked in it at all
as the mere servant of a Protestant propaganda, or as
the swordbearer of any interests but those of his ov/n
2
land.
He v/ould not have done battle on GermS.n soil
to suit the schemes of Richelieu, the wishes of England,
or the interest of the United Provinces, or to redress
the grievances of the German Princes deprived of their
territorial acquisitions by the Edict of Restitution.
He believed that the Maritime designs of the House of
^Gardiner: page 80
2
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Hapsburg v;hich had been already shovm to his father
before him, aiming as they did at the control of the
Sound and the master^’- of the Baltic, v/ould strangle
the na,tional life of the kingdom which by unflinching
valor and provident governance he had made doubly his.
And so he went forth to carrj* v/ar into the
Empire, not indeed unaware of the possibility that
success might carry him beyond the achievement of his
immediate end, or insensible, as his great counsellor
Oxenstierna after-vards phrased it, of the fundamental
importance of "momenta temporum" but nevertheless in-
tent upon a well-defined purpose from v/hich no obstacle
v/ould cause him to swerve. The last meeting of Gustavus
with the Estates was on l^ay 19th, I63O, v/hen he stepped
into their midst with his little daughter Christina in
his arms and Justified his cause with the following words
"Seeing that many perchance
may imagine that we charge ourselves with
Farev/ell to this war v/ithout cause
the Estates given, so take I God the
most high to witness, in whose face I here
sit, that I have undertaken it, not out of
my ov/n pleasure, nor from lust for war; but
for many years have had most pressing mo-
tive thereto, mostly for that our oppressed
brethren in religion may be freed from the
papal yoke, which by God's grace we hope to
effect. And since it usually comes to pass
that a pitcher which is carried often to
the well is broken at last, so will it go
with me too, that I who in so many trials
and da.ngers have shed my blood for Sweden's
welfare, and yet until now escaped, through
God's gracious protection, with life unharmed,
must leave it one day; therefore will I be-
fore my departure s.t this time commend you,
the collective states of Sweden, both pres-
ent and absent, to God the most high v/ishing
Tl
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ttiat after this vrretched and hurdensome
life, v;e may hy G-od's pleasure meet
and consort in that vfnich is hes.venly ond
imperishable, "1
V.
On the 30th day of May, G-ustavus left
Sweden
. He undertook this expedition in G-ermany
alone, having refused the subsidies offered by
Arrives in Richelieu. On Midsummer Day, I63 O,
Germany
just 100 years after the deliver^^ of
the Augsburg Confession, Gustavus Adolphus anchored
on the coast of Pomerania, As Gustavus stepped
ashore he fell on his knees, and thanked God for
his protection during the trip and asked for his
2
blessing on the march. Gustaf Vasa’s grandson
did not forget v/hat should be his rightful Vasa
heritage, but was nov; come to support his G-erman
brothers in the faith. He believed in Greater
S'.veden— to him the idea v;^s to regenerate and exalt
the whole people and then with his people's aid to
stretch his hand boldly tov/ard the banner staff
in the foremost ranks of time.
In fact had there been no Protestantism
than that of Germany, all was over with Protestantism,
for the German princes were indifferent and selfish,
^Geijer: page 262. Translation. For the original Swedish
see Appendix No, 6
pChapman: page 206
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divided among themselves hy the mutual Jealousy of
the Lutheran and Cevlvinist party. But Protestant
G-ermany was not Protestant Europe after all.
Overseas there dv/elt and reigned a certain
king—a horn king of men. But hov; would the king from
the poor North be able to do anything against the troops
so accustomed to victory which were under the command of
the most renowned commanders? '"hen the Court of Vienna
heard of Gustavus' coming they recalled the attempt of
the Danish king and said; "Again we have a little
enemy", and they poked fun at the "3nov;-King" that
would melt as he advanced south under the southern sun.
Even the Protestant Electors, coldly cautious,
seemed to hold the aid he brought them cheap, and at all
The Attitude events failed to derive sufficient
of the German
princes courage from his appearance in the
field to make any effort against the emperor. But Prot-
estant Germany—sad shame to it—which proved lasting
sorrow as v;ell, was all alike torpid. The lul^e-warm-
ness of his allies compelled him in asserting the cause
to assert himself also. The princes had a nationalistic
spirit in spite of the differences, and v/ere reluctant
to supporting a foreigner who v/as making himself their
representative. He has been likened to Cromvjell, v;hose
ideal was so lofty that none but himself could realize
it and in whom therefore devotion to a great end, of
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necessity took the form of assumption of authority
1
in his ovm hands. The second half of the king’s
task was forced upon him by that individual inde-
pendence and consequent disunion of the Protestant
princes w:-ich had alread^^ all hut ruined them and
which after his death was destined to prevent their
triumph.
Although none of the German nobles had
dared to take the stand with Gustavus, all the people
in Pomerania welcomed the Sv/edes and their king as
liberators, Kow different he v/as from the nobles
that they had seen before. Dignified and stately,
but kind and compassionate also. He talked very
friendly with the people who had streamed to meet
their brethren in the faith.
,
Gustavus first attempted to win over Boguslav
the old Duke of Pomerania. Bogtislav wanted to remain
neutral but Gustavus declared that there could not be
2
such a thing as neutrality in this struggle. He im-
mediately made himself controller of the mouth of the
Oder. He planned to make his way into Germany by fol-
lowing its banks.
Gustavus had hoped, because of his marriage
to karie Eleanora, vfnich took place in 1520, to have
The Elector of the support of his brother-in-law
Brandeburg prefers
neutrality the Elector of Brandenburg. He
^Living Age; 77;3'^2
pGardiner: page 130

had chivalrously cast comfort and safety to the
v/inds for the purpose of defending a cause v/hich
ought to have united all the German princes v/ho
professed the Protestant faith. But the Elector
of Brandenburg, like the Duke of Pomerania pre-
ferred neutrality and Gustavus again declared that
no such position could be held in this struggle.
Probably these German princes thought that the
Sv^edish king v/ould fail, as Christian of Denmark
had f.iled--or probably there v;as still a. sense of
loyalty v/hich made them unv^illing to join a foreigner
against the Empire. Gustavus had to v/ait till Fer-
dinand’s repeated blunders could no longer be endured
by the princes and then they vrould find common cause
v/ith him.
In Janus<ry, 1631
>
the treaty of Bar^valde
betv;een the French and the Sv/edes ^7as signed by v:hich
Treaty of Gustavus undertook to mainta.in an army
Banvalde
of 36,000 men to respect the Imperial
Constitution, observe neutralit3’’ tov/ards Bavaria, and
the Catholic League as long as they preserved it to^vard
him, and to leave the Catholic religion untouched in
those districts v/here it ^vas established.
In March, a great gathering of Protestants
was held in Leipsic, They agreed to raise troops if
The Assembly they themselves v;ere attacked, but 'were
of Leipsic
willing to submit to the Emperor if he
would but repeal the Edict of Restitution.

The people of G-ermany marvelled at the
order and morality of the 3T;edish Army. Gustavus
Adolphus was very proud of this army. It consisted
of the very cream of Swedish youth. The trained
nobility served as officers and the privates were
chosen from the middle class and peasants, Gustavus
Adolohus himself served as a splendid example, Kis
1
Articles of V’ar have already been referred to, Ke
repressed with decision every deed of vengeance, and
thus presents an example of courage during the battle
and of generosity after the triumph. Full of solici-
tude for his soldiers he tolerated no licentiousness
and upheld religion and morals in his camp. Divine
service vms regularly celebrated. In the morning and
in the evening, the whole army bent their knees before
Condition of God and. implored Kis blessing. The
the Army
king multiplied himself. He was every-
where found dispensing encouragement and counsel, put-
ting even his hand to the work, taking the lead in
bloody conflicts, and handling the pickaxe in the
trenches. He maintained discipline, but abolished
bastinadeo, and thus showed more solicitude for the
dignity of man, than is exhibited at the present day
in some civilized countries. As prudent as he was
brave, he surrounded himself v;ith v^ise counsellors,
1
See Appendix, Article No,
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and before every undertaking, alwa^ys consulted the
Estates of his Kingdoa.
The king’s fearlessness and courage inspired
his soldiers with the highest admiration for him and
actuated them to follov/ his example, but his generals
anticipating the fatal consequences v/hich his untimely
death v/ould inflict upon his cause, did not approve.
Therefore they again besought him through Oxenstierna,
their spokesman, to consider of v/hat importance his
life was to the country, and not to expose himself so
often as he had clone of late. G-ustavus ansv/ered: Hy
friends, I cannot believe that my person is of so great
a consequence as you pretend. For should the vrorst be-
fall me, I am nevertheless fully convinced that God
would henceforth v/atch over Stveden as he has done
hitherto. And as God has made me king, I dare not
allow myself to be frightened or to be actuated by
my own advantage. Should, in the vicissitude of v:ar,
death be my lot
,
how can a kin" fall more honorably
than in the ^nt£St for ^d ^d his ;jeople,
Wallenstein had been deposed and the Catholic
forces were now under the old, but ever victorious,
Tilly. He, like Ferdinand was a fanatic Catholic, llag-
deburg had made a treaty with Gustavus and they were
constantly entreating him to send them
i^agdeburg
aid. But Gustavus could not get to them
in time and there v;as no hope. This ilassacre was so
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terrilDle that it taught the halting princes of C-erma.ny
that rebellion to tyrants, such as those ’.vho v;ere scourg
ing their native lend, vjas a grim necessity. One hy
one they veered around, until G-usta\nas stood in the
center of Germany the head of an almost national up-
rising, v;here not so many months before he had stood
alone and almost opposed by the very men he had come
to save, rlovjrver the Electors of Saxony and Branden-
burg still remained in their so-called "neutral” state.
Till^' received orders from Ferdinand not
only to subjugate the I’rotestants of Germany, but
also to compel the Electors of Brandenburg and Saxony
to take up arms against Gustavus. lienee, towards the
end of August, 1631, Tilly marched upon Leipsic. bow
even the tv;o Electors looked to Gustavus. ’.Then Tilly
heard that John George of Saxony had escaped him by
imploring aid from Gustavus, his rage v;as unbounded.
He s-llov/ed his troops to commit horrible outrages in
and around the city. G-ustavus felt that he must stop
these ravages by striking Tilly a blovj from which he
could scarcely hope to recover.
They met at the village of Ereitenfeld and
fought one of the most decisive battles of the long
and dreary war.
"T7aterloo was the death-
blow to a Breitenfeld tyrant’s am-
bition, but Ereitenfeld was to all
intents and purposes the death-blov/
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of a system vrliich v;ould have imposed
a mental serfdom upon the untold mil-
lions who have since lived under the
influence of a more enlightened domina-
tion. M JL
A victorious march was novr made among the
rejoicing Protestants vrho called the king of the Swedes
their savior and leader. The persecuted Protestant min-
isters hurried to him to solicit protection for their
churches. The Catholics also were apprehensive that
he v;ould take revenge against them for all that his
Gustavus Adolphus "brethren in the faith had suf-
in southern Germany
fered. They fled in great
flocks. But Gustavus Adolphus did not disturb anyone
at worship. His only goa,l vras that of religious lib-
erty. b'hen they arrived in Augsburg, he ordered the
royal chaplain to preach on loyalty to one's
"God
,
regardless of vfaether he
be Catholic or Protestant. God wants
to be voluntarily worshipped and no 2
one's conscience ought to be compelled,"
After marching almost unopposed through
’iVurtemburg
,
the Sv/edish army v;ent into v/inter quarters
at Llainz. Here the famous chancellor Axel Oxenstierna
came into communication with Cardinal Richelieu, who
ruled the whole of France and was shrewd enough to make
alliance with the heretical Sv^edes in order to spite
the powerful emperor at Vienna,
^Leak: page 212,
^Grimberg, Vol.III, p. 223. "Gud ville ha frivillig
tillbedja.n, och ingens samvete horde tvingas
sade det,"
I!i
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In the follov7ins year the great Protestant
army, of ^7hich the Sv/edes were hut a nucleus, e^dvanced
amid hell ringing and jubilation to the free city of
Nuremberg. On the boundary of Bavaria behind the River
Lech they found Tilly once more entrenched. A fierce
battle ensued in v/hich Tilly was killed.
The Swedes went on through the open gates of
Lunich. The Protestants cried that no7/ G-ustavus Adol-
phus could avenge the destruction of Lagdeburg. He,
however, v/as above such deeds of blood and on the con-
trary gave the strictest orders that the city and castle
with their many art treasures should be spared. The
terrified Catholics beheld the invincible Protestant
arm^'- coming nearer and nearer to the emperor’s cap-
ital. Tilly lay in his coffin a.nd the other yet more
dreaded commander TSTallenstein who had been deposed for
his arrogance, sat offended in one of his remote castles
The emperor sought him long and promised him immeasur-
able honor and power before he came forth again from
his mist to reinforce the cause with
Wallenstein
Replaced newly re c incited regiments. The Swedes
now had to turn about to help their faithful friends
at Nuremberg, since about four miles outside the city
7/allenstein had built a huge camp. Before the tov/ered
walls of the city the Swedes took their stand like a
staunch bodyguard.
"So long as I breathe",
said Gustavus Adolphus, "with God’s
help, Wallenstein shall nver see the
inside of Nuremberg’s walls,"
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Eut in the end it v/as impossible to stay any longer
by the starving city. One day the Swedish army ranged
itself in battle array before the camp and v/aited in
vain for an engagement. Only when they had departed,
did ^Vallenstein finally leave his camp and move off to
harry the Saxons.
The king of Sv/eden nov/ set out to surprise
his sinister enemy at Lutzen, v/here confident of being
undisturbed, he had Just sent off Pappenheim with a
large body of troops. Men and horses sank deep in the
moist clay, until late one November evening the Swedes
could discern from the plain the steeples of the city.
The highv/ay from Lutzen to Leipsic stretched across
the level country like a high embankment. In the ditches
behind this T^allenstein stationed his musketeers in the
night. The Sv/edes lay in the muddy fields and the king
reclined in an old wagon. His generals begged him to
seek a better resting place, but he renlied:
"How should I have pleasure in
being comfortable, v/hen I see the
plight of so many around me^”
’7hen the dawn began to redden, he refused
to strengthen himself v/ith food or drink. Fasting as
before communion, he took horse without armor, dressed
in his Jerkin of moose hide and a gray overcoat. A
thick fog had spread across the plain, but the first
psalms were already sounding from troop to troop.
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Far nortli in their homeland lay the farm houses of
the Swedes.
men"
,
"Beloved "brothers and country-
said the king, reigning his horse
before the front line, "now has come the
day v/hen you shall show to the eyes of the
v/orld what you hs.ve learned in so many cam-
paigns. The enemy whom we have sought, so
long stands novi fairly before us, not en-
camped on inaccessible mountains or hidden
behind strong fortifications, but in the
open field. You well k nov; how hard he has
hitherto shiiank from an encounter. Onv/ard
then to fight for freedom, for a happy hour
Battle of and a glorious eternity. If--
Lutzen as may the high G-od forbid
—
you let yourselves be beaten, I give you
my word that all is lost without reprieve
and that not a bone of ours will return to
our native earth. But v/herefore doubt the
courage of which I have seen such mighty
proofs? I know that you are ready to go
to death v:ith me today for our sacred
Ml
cause.
The mist had gradually become so thick that
each division stood as if alone and abandoned v/ithout
being able to see the others. ’7ith that the king struck
up the battle hymn:
"O little band, be not dismayed
Though from all sides your foes invade
With dreadful shout and clamor. "2
The whole Swedish army Joined in v:ith fnousandfold
voice, regiment after regiment, and the poorest private
felt with glad certainty that each and every one of
his brothers in arms on all sides Y/as ready as he v/as.
After a further pause the white disc of the sun began
1
See Appendix: Article No, 7
2
See Appendix: Article No, 8
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to shine out. i^uickly the mist scattered and rose
from the ground, and as it did so V/allenstein ' s s-rmy
v;as visible, v;ith Lutzen in flames on the extreme left.
"Jesus, help me today to figbt
for the honor of Thy holy namel" the
king cried solemnly in a loud voice,
his hands clasped on his sv/ord hilt.
"And nov; for\7ard. "As v/orshippers
of Odin his ancestors had overcome all
physical fears; as a v7orshipper of a
mightier power Gustavus entered the
battle without feeling the influence
of fear. "2
'Jallenstein
,
tormented by gout, had been
carried around among his soldiers on a litter. He now
set his foot cautiously in the swathed stirrup and S'wung
himself on his charger.
In various directions a mad conflict sprang
up beside the deep ditches, and the king hurried off
with his Smaland co.valry. "Follov/ me, my gallant lads!"
he shouted, spurring his horse without noting that the
others who had not as good mounts v;ere left behind.
Once more the sun was hidden in misty darkness as if
by a miracle, and sword blov7S rang on armor and brand-
ished pistols. "That's nothing, my children," said the
king gaily, v/hen his followers saw that his arm was
bleeding. Heanv/hile v;ith a streaming v/ound on the neck
and am empty saddle, his brov/n horse galloped back to
the Sv;edish squadrons, where even in the midst of the
battle tumult he knew he belonged. The soldiers at once
^Grimberg: Vol.III, page 225. "Jesus hjalp mig i dag att
strida till din namn's aral Fram&tl"
p
•Ljeak: page 236
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recosnized the horse and beside themselves v/ith grief,
divined what had occurred. The^'" had just oeen repulsed,
but after such a sight they would rather have fallen to
the last man than see the sun go down on a battlefield
v^here their fallen king lay in the hands of the enemy.
Duke Bernhard of V.'eimar, a brave protestant v/ho had al-
v;ays been faithful to the Swedes, set himself at the
head of the adva,ncing army. "The defender of freedom
is dead," he shouted. "Life is nothing to me any longer
if I may avenge his fall." Kis arm, too, was soon
bleeding, but he hardly seemed to notice it. Stal-
handske crossed the ditches with his men; Brahe sank
with a shattered knee and around him fell the 3''ellow
uniformed lifeguards who would not survive their king.
It mattered little that Peppenheim returned and rode
on his v;hite horse as at Breitenfeld to seek his royal
antagonist. In a short time he was carried back, shot
dead, across the t rampled furrows. Facing the autumn
sun, v.'hich a,gain sent its reddish light under clouds
of mist, Ti'allenstein awaited the fino-1 attack with his
cloak pierced by bullets. But vhen night came, the
Swedish soldiers tmd reached their goal. The d ark
field where their chieftain la.y amid so many of his
bravest men, was won. The enemy horsemen then came up
and demanded the name of the fallen soldier. Leubel-
fingen v/as silent but the king opened his eyes and
answered: "I am the king of Sv:eden who do seal the
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relifijion s.ud liberty of the G-erman nation vrtth my
blood." The horsemen then forever quenched his heroic
life—stripped and plundered the body and galloped away.
Gustavus Adolphus was thirty-eight years of
age v/hen he died.
Immediate
Effects
"Never has one man's des-th
made a deeper impression throughout a
whole quarter of the world, VNiere-
soever his name had been heard, a ray
of hope for the oppressed had penetrated.
Even the Greek, at its sound, dreamed of
freedom; and prayers for the success of
the Swedish monarch's arms were sent up
at the Holy Sepulchre. Tnat then must he
not have been for the partners of his faith?
Ne may conceive this; nay rather, it is no
longer possible to do so. The feelings
v;ith which the inhabitants of Augsburg,
with streaming tears, crowded to the
evangelical v/orship restored by Gustavus
Adolphus; the feelings v/ith which the
Saxony, on bended knees,
out thankful hands to the
the second time their savior,
to the world in whichstrange
people in
stretched
hero, for
are become
we live. In those days men felt
dangers, and knew hov; to requite
deliverer worthily. 7!e speak of
people, whose champion Gustavus i
phus was by his cause as well s-s
their
their
the
idol-
by his
qualities. The agency of both extended
far, and burst even the bonds of hate and
prejudice; for he is perchance the only
man (so great vras the might of his vir-
tue) whose image is reflected with truth,
even in the portraiture of his enemies,
1
Geijer; page 287
() *
The Thirty Years' ’7ar was the stupendous
struggle of Catholicism to cancel the work of the
Reformation in G-ermany. It is true that it vjsls not
entirely’- a v/ar of religion . France did not consider
it anything hut a political struggle, hut there can he
no douht hut that religious zeal, religious animosities,
religious anxieties lay at its root, that the same causes
operated powerfully at its outbreak, that they contributed
during its progress to keep it alive and inflame it, a.nd
that though many engaged in the strife from inferior, and
some from base and sordid motives, yet they enlisted for
the most part on the side that their religious sympathies
impelled them. Multitudes buckled on their armour, drew
their swords or snatched up the first rude weapon that
lay within their reach, to defend the altars which v:ere
dearer to them than home and country, and to fight for
the cause v^hich they verily believed to be the cause of
God,
To restore these lands and dignities which
had been from fifty to eighty years in the hands of the
Protestants was of course impossible v/ithout force. By
using the armies of Tilly and Tallenstein to compel it.
Emperor Ferdinand proclaimed himself the author of a
political and religious revolution, the success of which
:
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must depend entirely upon military despotism.
In summing up the v/ork of Gustavus Adol-
phus, it seems possible to distinguish between two
parts in his design: that v^hich’ represented the de-
fense of Sweden, the national purpose, and that v/hich
represented the ideal of the king's personal ambition,
the "corpus evangelicorum"
,
in which no doubt his own
influence v/as paramount. That this latter ideal really
possessed him is consistently shov/n in his life and ex-
pressed by his dying words, v.'hen 7/allenstein' s cuiras-
siers finding him asked his name: "I am the King of
Sweden, who seal the religion and liberty of the German
nation v/ith my blood,"
In form and feature, Gustavus was kingly
according to the heroic type that his people rever-
enced, He had versatile ability and ambition to em-
body it in some great v/ork. Though as loyal to fact
as Charles IX and Gustavus Vasa, he breathed an atmos-
phere of idealism, and therefore surpassed them in pov/er
over the hearts of men. A power like his over the minds
and feelings of the people had never been exercised by
any of his pa.rt^’’ since the time of Luther. The noble
generosity of his temperament made it ea,sy for the sons
of the victiiss of his fa,ther's judicial murders to rally
around his throne. For a moment so late as 1622, he
dreamed that he might obliterate his disputes v/ith
')
r ,*•
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Slgisffiund in a crusade against the enemies of their
common faith.
That v/as of chief importance to Svreden and
to Europe was that in G-ustavus this unique endowment
was accompanied hy true statesmanship. Though ardent
in pursuing certain lofty aims (1) the creation of an en-
during machine of governm.ent, (2) the enlightenment of
his people, (3) the ascendancy of Sweden in the Torth,
(4) the defense of Protestantism, he could discern the
right moment for advance, the best path to follow, and
the distance that it v/as safe to travel. Free from
jealousy and suspicion, he could avail himself of the
sagacity and formulating pov;er of Axel Oxentierna, the
great chancellor v;hom he found ready to his hand and
in whom he recognized the perfect complement to himself.
Gustavus Adolphus was alv/ays very grateful for
divine protection and relied on it unreservedly. In the
most bloody battles, as in his palace, he felt himself
under the all-seeing eye of God and committed his life
to Kis co-re. He used to say: "God has given me a crovm,
not to dread or to rest, but to devote my life to His
glor3'-, and to the happiness of my subjects." God’s
glory was really the onl^' aim in the life of Gustavus
Adolphus. It shines forth in all his words. The cause
of the gospel v;as his ov/n and its triumph his dearest
vrish. He was often found alone reading the Bible. On
r
V
Cm ^
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4 ;
such occasions, he v/ould say,
"l to strengthen myself,
by the meditation of Holy ^rit, ayainst
perverse seducers. A man of my rank
has to account for his actions to God
only; and it is precisely this indepen-
dence, 7/hich produces many temptations,
against 77hich re are never sufficiently
on our guard.
Thus he v/as a champion, both by virtue of
his qualities and his purpose. But his cause ras far
above his personality. There is a higher presence in
Gustavus, one which may be more easily felt than de-
scribed, It is an ideal that xie cannot see in itself
and therefore v:e can only guess at it through its
implications e.nd manifestations. Those manifesta-
tions have gone down in history as being of remarkable
greatness
.
The foundation of his strength lay in his
unfaltering conviction that Iiis cause was that of his
country and one of v/hich God had charged him v/ith the
2
defense. By that God-fearing devotion he made Luther-
anism a power much more mighty than a mere state-acknowl-
3
edged political institution could ever possibly become.
1
lieydenrich; page 21
2
Cambridge modern History: page 222
3
Leak: page 207
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ArticleNo^l
Karl den IX'
s
egenhandiga "lainnessedel" for sonen:
" En minnesaedel for min son G-ustaf Adolf, den
han i gudsfruktan eftertanka vill och badja Gud om
sin n^d darefter att leva, sa foVhoppas Jag, Gud
skall valsigna honom i detta livet och sedan forlana
ett evigt liv med Kristus och alia utvalda:
Forst och framst frukte Gud, hedre fader och
moder och hevise sina syskon hroderlig henagen-
II
het ( tillgivenhet ) , alske sin faders trogne
tj&nare, lone dem efter tillborlighet
,
vare mis-
kundsam emot sine undersatar, straffe det onda
och alske det goda och spakfardiga (de lydiga),
tro alia val, dock forst lare kanna personnen,
(lEte lagen galla lika for all utan anseende
till personen), forkranke ingen mans valfangna
privilegier, sa vitt de med lagen overens komma,
forminske icke sitt fursteliga uppehalle utan
med villkor, att de, some det (namligen gods)
komma, mage komma ihag, vada,n de dett gatt hava,"^
1. Grimberg: page 198
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Article No. 2
IIVad kunde vara harligare an att vi hava till-
0 t!
"bakadrivit denne var inaktige granne, med vilken vi
^ o
biava vistata av alder uti ett ovisst tillstand och
farlig keljlgenhet
,
och honom darhan bragt, det han
haver m^st till evig tid slappa de rovnus, daruture
had OSS tillfd'rene heskadat haver, och nu hliva i
0 ^ •>denna Guds nade from oss skild med sjoar, moras och
H /» O «
strommar, varutover han icke sa latt kan komma och
OSS skada tillfoga.
"lb are Finland skilt vid Ryssland genom den
stora L3.dogasjon, och ar val sa hrett over honom,
o
som havet vara kan emellan Sverige och Aland eller
••
emellan Estland and Nyland
,
dar an har till dags
,! O I*
ingen polack haver tort overkomma. Sa forhoppas
Jag till Gud, att det och skall ryssen harefter hliva
svart over denna hacken att hoppa."
9
1 . Grimherg, Vol III: page 201
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Article No. 3
Kur Gustav Adolf uppfattade faran fran Polen,
visar hans tal till standerna 161?. Sigismund hs-de
icke velat Inga foVlikning med honom utan, som han
sager, "visat mig av med "brev och smadeord. Och,”
fortsatte Gustav Adolf, ’’kan var och. en, som saken
forr kunig ar, val hesinna, att konungen uti Poland
O /'
med mig och Sveriges krona icke sa latteligen kan
» '*9
varda forlikt, alldenstund han darifran varder avhal-
len genom sin paviska religion. Denna religionen
,
>1
. It n
haver dessa enkannerligne (sarskilltj fordarveliga
huvudstycken med sig; ‘'kattarom" — som de oss kalla
-- "skall med ingen lovan halla," Och haver konung
' (I
Sigismund nogsamt hevist uti mest all sina garningar,
(p "
at han detta papistiska (paviska) stycke val havermo**
lart mot oss saval som andra att praktisera (till-
laropa). Till ett exempel vill jag hava fram av
hans forsakringshrev (i Uppsala 159^) de ord, det han
lovade sig Ingen vilja hata eller alska for religion-
ens skull. Detta tydda han sa, att han ingen, som
papistisk vore, ville hata och ingen alska, som av
var religion att vara sig hekande. Var det icke,
rattsom han hade velat gora lek av sin loven?
"Vad skola vi hava till att vanta av konung
Sigismund, sod later regera sig av det djavulspartiet
de jesuiter, vilka hava varit upphov till det
:: c
> *%
. « <* ->
%
X r*
I
# i;#
«» A> ^
,.
'
X I
f
gruveliga tyrranni, som skett i Spanien, Frankrike
och annorstadesi Desse med sin inkvisition hava
icke skonat varken hog eller lag, kvinna eller man.
Deras "brannande i Spanien haver varit graseligt. "De-
heliga mord” -- som det av de paviske kallas — det
parisiska blodsbrollopet
,
barer oss, vad dessa Jesu-
iter och de konungar, som deras rad folja, for tyr-
ranni mot var religion bruka. Ja, konungen i Poland
sjalv giver nogsamiligen till kanna sin goda vilja
emot dem, som av var tro aro. Ty uti Poland gor han
vara religionsforvater ont nog; dar brannes den ena
evangel iska kyrkan efter den andra, deras sammankom-
ster till att hora predikan ske med storsta fara —
sa att bans hat emot oss och var religion karligen
synes, och kno.ppast ar till at hoppas, det vi for
honom nagon sakerhet bekomma kunna, Ty vad for
sakerhet skola vi mera formoda av konungen i Poland,
an som andra re forme rade konungariken och land hava
O .
for sina paviska nabor (srannar}? Deras r.eneral -
forbund
.
som de den heliga liga kalla, ar ju dar-
han riktat, det de genom allehanda bada valdiga
och listiga medel skola belita sig darom, att de
kunna ater till horsamhet under pavens ok och tral-
dom tvinga alia, som fran hans morker upplyste aro.”^
1. Grimberg, Vol. Ill: pages 203, 204/
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Arti cle Ho. 4
ic
Dari heter det bland annat:
Allt Guds namns missbruk med svarjande och ban-
nande skall vara forbjudet. (Be)finnes nagon och
bvertygas sadant att gbra i hastighet eller av nagon
iver uti sitt kail, da g-ive darfore, efter som ban ar
till, uti fattigbossan eller pundes (na agas) i re-
gementets asyn, da komam ar ballet, Gor det nagon
av en lattfardig sedvana. eller i dryckesmal (drycket
Q o
tillstand), da bote en balv manads sold till hospitalet
(sjukbuset) och uti nasta korum mitt i ringen gora
Gudi avbbn pa kna.
Pa det en sann gudsfruktan uti krigsfolkets bjarta
inrotas matte, daiiore villja vi, att var morgon och
afton skall korum hallas i lagret av allt krigsfolket
och fbrst tecken givas av faltherrens trumpetare och
knektarnes trumslagare til lika bade uti begunnandet
och andandet, och sa halla alia prasterna korum och bon
tillika,
Alla vanliga h'bgtidsdagar och atminstone varje
sbndag skall predikning hallas och dartill, om lagen-
heten sa tillater, en gang i veckan.
Vilken soldat korum eller predikningen forsummar
skall fbrsta och andra gangen av sin rotraastare pundas,
tredje gangen stande i halsjarn dag och natt, dar ban
laga forfall haft haver.

Inga daliga kvinnor akoka lidas ia lagret
;
men vill nagon hava sin hustru med sig, det stands
honom fritt.
Ingen soldat fordriste sig att satta eld pa
nagon stad eller by i vanneland med vilja, Gor
det nagon, straffes som annan mordbrannare. Ingen
soldat satte eld pa nagon stad eller by i fiende-
land, med mindre det bliver honom bef^lldt av bans
befal. I eke heller skall nagon av befalet sadant
kommendera, utan (att) de hava befallning for sig
av Oss eller faltherren.
Ingen soldat rove eller med vald tage nagot
av Vare undersatare, antingen de marschera genom
landet eller ock ligga i besattningen eller lagret,
vid livsstraff till gorandes. lo sin vard eller
bans hjon slar, dar ban bliver forlagd, straffes
forsta och andra gangen till jam, vatten och brod,
och vare ogillt vad ban far for skada. Haver ban
gjort nagon sardeles skada, da sa svare eftersom
boskap eller a,nnat slikt i vanneland eller av dem,
tillforning gora till lagret, eller ock tager i
fiendeland utan f6rlo\', straffes som for annat ran
och tjuveri. Ingen soldat berove eller plundre
nagon kyrka, hospital, skola, kvarn, eller gora dem
onyttiga, utan det sardeles bliver befallt. Ej
skall heller nagon ova vald mot praster, utgammalt
TP
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folk, kvinnor eller ‘barn, med mindre nagon av dem
satter sig till varns, after krlgsrattens dom/
Dricker sig nagon drycken av ol eller vin,
(som) han finner for sig i fiendens lager eller i
nagon stad, forr an fienden ar alldeles forjagad,
den ma saklost ihjalslas av vem honom overkommer.
9’
1. Griraberg, Vol III; pages 216, 21?
•I
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Article No, 5
Yid rlksda-gen 1627 - 1628, utvalde standerna ett
hemligt utskott, at vilket konungen meddelade sin
avsikt att radda den protes-^antiska tron. Detta
gav honom foljande forsakran.
"Hans Hajit haver oss veta latit, uti vad
farligt tillstand all vara religionsforvafater i
Tyskland rakade are, och huruledes kejsaren och
den paviske ligan den ena rursten och staden efter
den andra inta,git och betungat hava, huruledes de
inkraktat all furstendomen, som gransa till Oster-
sjon, och antligen konungen i Denmark, var narmaste
nabo (granne); varfore enekligt ar att ju goda
rad behovas till denna sa hogviktiga sak, pa det
icke ossma ga i hand, sora flera skett ar, att de
inbillat sig hava, det farligheten dem inten anginge,
och darigenom latit sa,ken sa vitt komma, att de utan
motstand och svardsslag aro religionsfriheten kvitt
(forlustiga) blivne och mestadels utplundrade. For-
denskull styra vi Hans Ivlaj;t dartill, att han forsorg
draga ville, huruledes kejsarens och de paviskes
valde har vid Ostersjon icke ma rotfastas, utan att
Hans L-aj;t ville ga dessa farligheter under ogonen
och krigets sate och last (bor-da) flytta till nagon
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den ort, som fienden mojligt ar from krigets bes'^ar
forskonas. Och lova vi pa vara och vara medbroders
^ gagnar, som oss fullmaktige gjort hava, att vi mot
Hans KIaj:t och vart fadernesland vilja gora och handla,
som redlige man anstar och icke darvid trottas, om
tunga och besvar, som kriget foljer, oss pakomma kunde,
utan hava ospart for denna var rattvisa sak liv,
leverne, och all formaga."^
1 . Grimberg, Vol;III: page 208
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.
Id e Ko, 6
"Jag tager Gud
,
den allra hogste, till vitne"
,
yttrade han, "uti vilkens asyn jag nu har sitter, att
jag detta krig uppa tager icke av eget kevag eller lust
till krig, utan att Jag ar dartill retad och utmanad
uti nagra atskilli^^a ar, i det de ^ej serske have gjort
var fiende, de poler, bestand, sa att, var (darest)
det icke hade skett, vi ett markligit (betydligt) emot
dem skulle have haft framgang. Dart ill med aro vi
och av vare hogst vetrangde grannar, (an)f6rvanter och
svagrar hartill uppmanade, ja och av vitt avlagsne
konungar kallade att foretaga detta kriget coh till
det hbgsta, att de fbrtryckte religionsforvanter
matter befrias ifran det paviska oket, vilket vi fbr-
hoppas med G-uds nade skall Irunna ske,
"Och efter gemenligit (vanligen) ske plagar
,
att limkan bars sa large till vatten, att hon pa sistone
« o o
sender gar, sa varder och mig pa sistone gangnandes,
att efter som jag nu uti sa manga farligheter for Sver-
iges rikes valfard. haver mast utgjuta mitt blod —
dock allt hartill genom Guds nadiga beskydd till livet
osadd —
,
jag dock pa sistone det lata maste. Ty (dar-
fbr) vill jag fore min avreaa och nu denne ganger have
der samtligen nar- och franvarande Sveriges undersatar
och stander Gud, den allrahogste, till sjal, liv och
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all valfard anbefalla, onskandes, att vi efter
detta modosamiiia levernet efter Guds behas matte mota
varannan i det himmelska och oforgangliga, bos Gud
OSS beredda livet och gladjen.”^
1 Grimberg, Vol.III: page 213
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Artlcle No. 8
Forfaras ej, du lilla hop,
fast fiendenas larm och rop
O
fran alia sidor skalla,
De frojdas at din undergang,
men deras frojd ej Oliver lang.
Ty lat ej modet fallal^
1 Grimherg, Vol.III: page 2l8
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